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Aberdeen, Lectureship on Agriculture in, i. 47
Abortion of the ewe, indications of, ii. 619
Absenteeism, causes and evils of, i. 62
Adulterations of flour and their detection, ii. 354
Ethroscope, the, i. 316
Agricultural Shows, advantages of, i. 64—Year, its divisions, i. 13
Agriculture, difficulties of the first study of, i. 1
—Books on, their requisite characteristics, §—
errors of arrangement, &c. in existing ones, 8
—proper arrangement, 9—theyir incom-petency, 11—its connection with the physical sciences, 18—its present position as a science, 18—existing methods for acquiring a practical knowledge of, 29—Practical, scientific institutions for, 39—Professorship of, at Edinburgh, 40—Seminary at Templemoyle, 47
Ague, effects of draining on, i. 591
Ainslie, Mr., his Draining-tile machine, i. 581—
Ainslie, Mr., of Peaston, his Cylinder-shaker for the Thrashing-machine, ii. 329
Air, effect of, on the germination of Seeds, ii. 633
Allowances, additional, of contractors, their in-
justice, i. 200
Alpaca, on the breeding of, in Great Britain, iii. 1282
Anatomy, value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, i. 82
Anbury, a disease in Turnips, causes, &c. of, iii. 781
Anemometer, the, i. 243
Animals, prognostics of weather from, i. 296—
their geographical distribution, 319
Annotto, employment of, for colouring cheeses condemned, iii. 911
Arbitration between landlord and tenant, on, iii. 1323
Arbroath pavement, the, i. 178
Artificial hatching of Fowls, the, i. 723
Asphaltum pavement, advantages of, i. 174
Atmosphere, action of Electricity in the, i. 253—
its usual electrical state, 257—observations on the, 305—its chemical composition, 306—its weight, pressure, &c. &6.—its elasticity, &c.
307—what produces the blue of the sky, 309
Atmospheric phenomena, importance of the ob-
servation of, i. 299—various instruments for the observation of, 232
Audouin, M., his mode of destroying moths, iii. 781
Aurora Borealis, appearances of, and their indi-
cations, i. 239, 300
Autumn, season of, its characteristics, ii. 1021—
Farm-work during, 1033—wheat, sowing of, 1137
Axle, the cart, construction of, iii. 1159—various patent ones, 1162
Ayrshire breed of cattle, the, iii. 1275
Bagging, a mode of cutting wheat, iii. 1078
Balíe, duties of the, i. 221
Bailie, Mr., mould board invented by, i. 406
Baking of household bread, the, iii. 355
Balance weighing-machine, the, iii. 344
Bare following, objects, &c. of, ii. 990
Barley, scientific classification, &c. of, ii. 389—
Sowing of, 628—return yielded by it, 361—
weeds infesting it, and their removal, ii. 942—
sects and diseases incident to it, 950—stock-
ing of, 1069—precautions necessary against its heating in the stack, 1069—quantity annually matted in Great Britain, ii. 381—its chemical composition and that of barley meal, 4h. 382—
grinding and malting of, 382—its straw, 373
—comparative weight of grain, straw, and roots, iii. 1071
Barley riddles, various forms of, ii. 281
Barn, plan of the, i. 149
Barometer, description and uses of the, i. 232—
tables connected with it. 234
Bathing of sheep, time, &c. for, iii. 1109—various compositions for, and their comparative advan-
tages, 1110, 1113—stool for, 1111—how per-
formed, 38.
Batts, the, a disease affecting horses, its causes and remedies, ii. 224
Beam steam-engine, description of the, ii. 312
Beans, scientific classification of, ii. 368—their culture, 542—varieties of, 552—sowing-drill for, 553—sects and diseases affecting them, iii. 954—reaping of, 1068—carrying in and stack-
ing of, 1100—their uses and chemical constitu-
tion, ii. 389—their straw, 375
Beart, Mr., on Draining tiles, i. 580
Bedfordshire plough, the, i. 644
Bed-work water meadow, description of the, iii. 1018
Beet, culture of the, iii. 762—its natural history, &c. 783
Bell, Mr. of Woodhouselee, on Tile-draining, i. 587—on the profit derived from it, 593
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Bell's Reaping-machine, description of, iii. 1077
Black, James, results from Thorough draining detailed by, i. 689
Black-faced breed of sheep, the, iii. 1280
Bleeding of horses, the, ii. 220
Blight in hedges, causes of the, ii. 581
Blinding of Sheep, the, iii. 878
Blistering of horses, the, ii. 221
Blunton, Mr. his mode of milking cows, ii. 468
Body-frame of the East-Lothian or Small's Plough, description of, i. 414—of the Lanarkshire or Willie's, 420—of the Mid-Lothian or Currie, 457, 429
Bogs, drainage of, i. 501—example of, in Ireland, 602
Boiler for the Steam-engine, the, ii. 314
Boiling-house for food of Live-Stock, the, i. 139
Bondager, origin of the name of, ii. 385
Bone-dust, extensive use of, for raising Turnips, iii. 745—advantages of the Sowing-machine for, 749—how to secure from heating, 751—its chemical composition, &c. 755—its efficacy, compared with that of farm-yard dung, 759—nature of its action in the soil, 757—drill-machine for sowing it with Turnip-seed, 795—general remarks on the use, &c. of, 1233
Book of the Farm, proposed construction of, i. 12—its arrangement, 26
Book-keeping, farm, on, iii. 1341—the various books of the cash-book, 1343; the petty cash-books, 1345; the ledger, 1347; the farm-account book, 1349; the corn and live-stock account-books, 1361; the field-workers' time-book, 1357—importance of its being regularly attended to, 1360—a less elaborate system of, 1391—various forms of labour-accounts, 1363, 1364—specimens of stock-accounts, 1365
Books, advantages of tuition by, to the young farmer, i. 4—Agricultural, their requisite characteristics, 6—information to be found in existing ones, 7—their general arrangement, 9—their incompleteness, 11
Bowes, Mr. of Kingscausie, on raw and prepared food for cattle, ii. 145—on the advantages of hams and byres, 149
Bot, the cattle and sheep, iii. 884
Botany and botanical physiology, connection of, with agriculture, i. 20—value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, 82
Bothy system, the, condemned, ii. 383
Box churn, the, iii. 925
Boyle, Mr Robert, on draining tiles, i. 579
Brake harrow, description of the, ii. 332
Branding-irons for sheep, description of, i. 870
Bratting of sheep in winter, the, iii. 1118—various kinds of cloth used for, 1119
Braxy in sheep, various kinds of, and their treatment, ii. 84
Breaking-in bridle-bit, description of, the, ii. 693
Breaking-in of young draught-horses, the, ii. 691—of young saddle-horses, iii. 1027—age for it, 1028
Breasting over hov-hedges, how done, i. 567
Breeding of live-stock, points to be cultivated in, iii. 1290—in and in, 1362
Brick drains, how made, and their durability, i. 607
Briddle of the East-Lothian or Small's plough, description of the, i. 411, 417—of the Lanarkshire or Willie's, 420, 424—of the Mid-Lothian or Currie, 428
Bridle-bit for breaking-in draught colts, description of, ii. 693
"British Husbandry," arrangement of steading proposed in, i. 166
Broadcast sowing-machine, description of the, ii. 523
Brodie, Mr. experiments by, on the feeding of cattle, ii. 137
Brushing grain, description of various machines for, ii. 211—by hand, 212—by power, 214
Brushwood Drains, how made, and their inefficiency, i. 667
Bucknell, Mr. artificial hatching of owls by, ii. 724, 727
Building of Stone Dykes, the, ii. 1004
Builing-iron for Sheep, description of the, iii. 870
Bull calves and young Bulls, management of, ii. 466, iii. 896—ringing of them, 898
Bull, treatment of the, while serving cows, iii. 859
Bullock ring and holder, description of the, iii. 855
Burning Muirs, proper mode of, iii. 883
Bushel measure, capacity of the, ii. 393—best form for, 279
Bush harrow, description of the, ii. 532
Bushering of cart-wheels, on, the, iii. 1159
Butter, making of, iii. 896—various forms of churn, 899—making of, from sour cream, 902—from sweet cream, 906—from sweet milk, 907—preparation of, for market, 908—serving and curing of, 904—its chemical composition, 916
Byre, the, its position in the steadying, size, &c. i. 132—best floor for, 134—various modes of fixing the cattle in, 135—window for, 140—cleaning of, ii. 114
Cabbage, on drawing and storing, ii. 1, 13—best varieties of, for cultivation, 27—the Cow, 28—the Turnip-stemmed, 29
Caithness pavement, the, i. 178
Calderwood peat Tile spindle, description of the, i. 359
Calves, description of house for, i. 137—on the treatment of, ii. 437—extraction of, from the mother, 446—first feeding and other treatment of, after birth, 461—mode of castrating and time for it, 464—various modes of fattening, 489—diseases to which subject, 475—wasting of, iii. 619—proper age and time for it, 825—diseases to which subject, in summer, 840
Calving of cows, reckoning table for, ii. 467
Canadian Straw-cutter, description of the, ii. 150
Carey's Wool pavement, i. 175
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Carnichael, Mr James, on Tile draining, i. 584 —
his mode of levelling high ridges, iil. 1337
Carpenter work of the Steading, specifications, &c. relating to, i. 161, 187
Carrie bog, account of the Drainage of, i. 502
Carrot, natural history of the, iil. 724 —on the
cultivation of, ii. 90; iii. 764 —on drawing and
storing, ii. 13
Carrying of Corn to, the, iii. 1086 —cart for, 1087
Carse lands, mode of farming, i. 89
Cast of a, modified steading for, i. 165 —grazing
of cattle on, iii. 835
Carse of Gowrie, peculiar mode of draining in, i.
489
Cart, the, and its harness, iii. 1087 —mode of
loading, 1089 —the liquid manure, best form and
size for, ii. 416
Carts, theory of the construction of, ii. 1146 —
construction of their wheels, 1154 —their spokes,
1156 —felloes, 1157 —tire, 1158 —bush, 1159 —
axle, &c. —various patent axles, 1160 —disadvan-
tages of the iron nave,1 165 —the tilt; description
of, and its parts, 1169 —and of the dormant
bodied, 1177 —the two-horse, 1178 —the corn-
frame for, 1179 —the corn and hay, 1180 —Ro-
bertson's corn and hay, 1181 —disposition of the
load in them, 1182 —proper line of draught, 1185 —
on the application of springs to them, 1188 —
yoking of, 1190 —steelyard for, 1192 —on the
preservation of, 1382
Cart-shed, form, size, position, &c. of, i. 151
Casschrow, the, a plough used in Skye, i. 405
Casting in a stack for threshing, how done, ii. 202
Castor of the Calf, time, age, &c. for, ii. 454 —
the French mode, 472 —of the Lamb, 612 —
of Pigs, 702
Catch work water meadow, description of, iii.
1092
Cats, destruction of rate by, iil. 1997
Cattle, accommodation of, on the Steading, i. 132 —
sheds for, 120 —binders for, in the
byre, 135 —court for, 138 —hammels for feeding
them, 143 —Courts for the Young, 145 —
arrangements for watering them, 148 —feeding
of them on Turnips, ii. 103 —preparing the
courts for their reception, &c. —on littering
them, 110 —arrangement of them in the
steading, 111 —the milking and other treatment
of the cows, 114 —on supplying them with food,
115, 116 —treatment of the oxen, 117 —on
wisting and currying them, &c. —fattening in
hammels, 118 —eating their turnips, &c. —their
times of feeding, 119 —treatment of the calves,
120; and of the servants' cows, &c. —cleaning
of their food, 121 —quantity of turnips con-
sumed by them, 122 —carrying of straw to them,
&c. —dress of their attendant, 123 —necessity of
regularity in attending to them, &c. —arrange-
ment of his time, 124 —loss sustained by irregu-
larity in feeding them, 127 —modes of fattening
for exhibition, 128 —names given them at vari-
ous ages, &c. —management of them for the
dairy, 129 —fool given to dairy cows, 130 —
feeding them on potatoes, 131; and on oil-cake,
&c. —turnip slices for them, &c. —effects of dif-
ferent kinds of food on them, 137 —feeding of
them on lintease oil, 139 —on green malt, &c. —
on lintease meal and barley, &c. —experiments
on the cost of feeding on raw and prepared
food, by Mr Walker, 141 —by Mr Howden, 144 —
by Mr Boswell, 145 —by Mr Stephenson, 146 —
comparation of feeding in hammers and byres,
148 —diseases to which subject in winter, and
animals infesting them, 150, 151 —choking, and
remedies for it, 152 —the hoven, 154 —the
fiddleboom, 155 —other diseases, 156 —on
driving and slaughtering them, 157 —precau-
tions necessary on first letting them loose, &c. —
requistics of their drover, 158 —on shipping them,
&c. —rate of their travelling, 159 —their
best state for the market, &c. —mode of judging
them and their form, if in good condition, 160 —
preparations for slaughtering, 165 —various
modes of slaughtering, 166 —and of cutting up,
168 —proportion of offal, &c. —loss sustained
by their flesh in different modes of cooking, 173 —
gudoing of their carcasses, &c. —uses of the hide,
hoofs, horns, &c. 174
Treatment of them during spring, iii. 819 —fatt-
ening of, 820 —mode of calculating their weight,
821 —examples of its fallacy, 823 —their distribu-
tion over the pasture, 823 —grazing of them
during summer, 824 —feeding them on hares for sheltering them, 834 —watering pool for them, 833 —management of
them on Carse and Dairy farms, 834 —pur-
can of, for fattening, 836 —diseases to which
subject while on grass, and their remedies, 837
—inspecting them, 838 —comparative ad-
vanages of feeding them by pasturing and by
cut grass, 839 —on the points of, to be cultivated
by the breeder, 1251 —examples of the different
breeds; the Short-horn, 1259 —the Long-horn,
1273 —the Hereford, West Highland, and Ayr-
shire, 1274 —development of the teeth in, 1285 —
divisions from them as to age, 1287
Cattleman, duties of the, ii. 123 —suitable dress
for him, &c. —necessity of regularity in his
duties, &c. —arrangement of his time, 124 —loss
sustained by his irregularity, &c. —usual wages
paid him, 838
Chaff-house, position, &c. of, on the, steading,
ii. 119
Chain-geering for the threshing-machine, descrip-
tion of the, ii. 303
Charburi subsoil plough, description of the, i.
657
Cheese, making of, iii. 908 —preparation of the
remnet, &c. —breaking and straining of the curd,
909 —machine for it, 909 —the vat, 910 —press-
ing of, and machines for it, &c. 934, 935 —
making of sweet milk, 911 —of cream, 920 —
drying and colouring of it, 911 —artificial moulding of it, 920 —insects infesting, &c. —
Cheese-press, the stone, description of, iii. 934 —
the compound lever, 935
Cheese rack or turner, description of the, iii.
837
Cheese-vat, description of the, ii. 910
Chemical constitution of soils, see Soils.
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Chemistry, connection of, with Agriculture, i. 23—its importance overrated, 24—value of an acquaintance with, to the farmer, 83
Cheviot breed of sheep, the, iii. 1279
Cheyne, Captain, mixture used by, for his horses, ii. 195
Chickens, management of, ii. 709
Children, Mr. his plan of feeding sheep on Turrins, ii. 50
Chimney of the steam-engine, description of the, ii. 315
Chine-fellow, the, a disease in cattle, causes and remedies of, iii. 840
Choosing the kind of farming, suggestions on, i. 92—and a tutor for it, 94
Churning of cream, the, iii. 902—of sweet milk, 906—adaptation of steam and water power to, 340
Churn, various forms of the, described, iii. 921—the barrel, 923—Wedgwood's table, 924—the box hand, 925—the Irish box, 928—the plunger, 925—the same with water machinery, 933—the oscillating, 932—comparison of the various kinds of, 939
Circular saw, application of power to, ii. 341
Cistern for rain-water, description of, i. 181
Classification of the corn-plants by the ear, grain, &c. iii. 345
Clay soil, the pure characteristics of, i. 327—effect of the admixture of sand on it, 329—Loam, ib.
Cleg, the cattle, iii. 839
Climates, great varieties of, i. 310—their general causes, 311—local causes which modify these, 319—great variety of, in Great Britain, 315; as shown in the distribution of plants and animals, 317—recent change of, in Great Britain, 320—causes of it, 321
Clipping horses, disadvantages of, ii. 220
Closed-boiler steam apparatus, description of the, ii. 207
Clouds, various forms of, and weather indicated by these, i. 245, 294—effect of hills on, 290—prevalent forms of, in Summer, iii. 738—in autumn, 1032
Clover, cultivation of, ii. 516—varieties of, 556—insects and diseases affecting it, iii. 954
Coach-house, position, &c. of the, on the Steading, i. 131
Cockchafer, injury done by, to pastures, and prevention of its ravages, iii. 955
Collar for the plough-horse, description of various forms of, i. 621
Colours of Soils, on the, i. 333
Comparative Anatomy, value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, ii. 82
Composts, preparation of, ii. 414, 424—various substances used for, 414
Concrete, employment of, for Steading floors, i. 173—draining tile, the, 582
Condensing Steam-engine, description of the, ii. 305
Conduits for drains, building of, i. 510—various forms of, in the inclined planes of drains, 529
Constitution, importance of attention to, in the breeding of live-stock, iii. 1255
Contracts for the building of Steadings, on, i. 162
Cooked food, advantages of, to the horse, ii. 189
Corn, quantity of, consumed by farm-horses, iii. 841—advantages of it to young horses, 843. See Wheat, Oats, and the various grains.
Corn-band, mode of making the, iii. 1058
Corn-barn, position of the, on the steading, and its size, form, &c. i. 116—its floor, 117, 119—its door, 118
Corn-barrow, description of the, ii. 263
Corn-boat for sheep, description of the, ii. 44—another form of it, 81
Corn-basket, description of the, ii. 283
Corn-bruiser for horses, &c. description of, ii. 211—hand, 212—power, 214—position and working of, 340
Corn-bushel, the, best form, &c. of, ii. 579
Corn-cart, with its harness, description and cost of, ii. 275, iii. 1087, 1190—Robertson's, 1181—mode of loading it, 1088
Corn-chest, best form for the, i. 122
Corn-frame for carts, description of the, iii. 1179
Corn-markets, on, ii. 220—stock and sample, 220—advantages and disadvantages of each, &c.—frauds perpetrated in them, 392—measure by which sold in them, 383—laws relating to them, 395
Corn-sacks, cloth for, and making of them, ii. 283
Corn-scoop, the, ii. 294
Coromandel round the sun, weather indicated by them, i. 261
Corrosive sublimate, efficacy of, in preventing dry-rot, i. 193
Cottage, ingredients of, for farm-servants, on the, iii. 1398—those of Northumberland, ib.—ground-plans of improved, 1399, 1370, 1372—improved window for, 1374—cost of various, 1376
Coulter of the East-Lothian or Small's plough, description of the, i. 411, 415—of the Lanarkshire or Wilkie's, 420—of the Mid-Lothian or Currie's, 427—nature of its action on the soil, 433
Courts for Cattle, position of, on the steading, their size, &c. i. 145
Cow, remarks on its use as draught animal, ii. 1239
Cow-houses, &c., position of the steading, size, &c. i. 139—its floor, 134—mode of fixing the cattle in, 135—form and size of window for, 140
Cow-pox, the, iii. 839
Cows, treatment of, in winter, iii. 111, 114—feeding of, 115—treatment of, while with calf, 437—danger of slipping their calf, 442—treatment of them to prevent it, 443, 444—and during parturition, 446—reckoning-table for their calving-time, 467—diseases to which subject after calving, and their remedies, 472—effects of spaying on them, 476—on servig
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Disc straw-cutter, description of the, ii. 204
Diseases of calves, and their treatment, ii. 470—
of cattle, 150—of cows after calving, 472—of
fowls, 260—of horses, 220, 224—of sheep, 82,
iii. 1121—of swine, ii. 244—of the grain crops,
iii. 950—of potatoes, ii. 670—of turnips, iii. 761
Distribution of labour, on the, i. 1, 15—of plants
and animals over the earth, 317
Ditches, management of, ii. 573—cleaning of,
from weeds, iii. 946
Docking of draught colts, the, how done, &c. ii.
897
Doddering of sheep, the, iii. 876
Dog, the drover's, ii. 89—of the shepherd's, train-
ing and working of, 625—varieties of, 626
Dogs, worrying of sheep by, iii. 878
Dormant-bodied cart, description of the, the, iii. 1177
Double mould-board plough, description of the,
iii. 957—a form of, altered into a scuﬄer, 599
Draining, winter the season for, i. 101—of pasto-
ral farms, importance of, ii. 55—of the steading,
1. 156
Drains and draining, definition of, i. 492—uni-
versal necessity for them, 483—indications of,
where wanted, ib.—connection of geology with
the subject, 486—importance of a knowledge of
principles, 487
For the farm-buildings, 157—grating for
these,158—for liquid manure, 159—fields various
kinds of, 488; by open ditches and gaw-cuts,
493—old mode, 499—system introduced by
Elkington, ib.—subsequent modifications of it,
491—various sources of water in the soil or sub-
soil, 492—plan of sheep drains on a hill, 497—
the open drain in grass, 498; and the closed,
499—application of Elkington's system to a
pool, 499; and to bogs and marshes, 501—ex-
ample of this, 502—mode of bog-draining prac-
tised in Ireland, ib.—tools used in draining
operations, 503, 515—detailed description of the
Elkington system, 505—mode of cutting the
drains and its cost, 507— gauge for them, 509—
building of the conduits, 510—ﬁlling up the
drains, and substances used for it, 511—section
of one with well, bore, &c. 514—principles on
which Elkington's mode is founded, 516
Thorough draining, 518—objects sought to be
attained by it, 518—necessity of the drains for,
520—necessity of ducts in them, 525—tile ducts, 526—the main drains, 527—
regulation of the fall in these, 528—position of
the small drains, 530—their depth, 532, 544—
mode of ascertaining it, 533—distance between
them, 534, 565—evils of too great a distance,
536—their position with regard to the main
drains, 538—proper direction of their run, ib.—
mode of cutting them, and tools used for it, 543
—ﬁlling them in, 545—various materials used
for it: Stones, 548—mode of preparing these,
547—and implements for ﬁlling them in, ib.
—view of a stone-drain completed, 551—its
dimensions, ib.—time required for making it,
552—Tiles; those for main drains, 553—neces-
sity for the sole, ib.—its size and form, 555—

them with the Bull, 477—diseases to which
they are subject in summer, iii. 839—causes af-
fecting their yield and quality of milk, 912
Cowie, Mr, experiments by, on feeding farm-
horses, ii. 191
Cradle-scythe, description of the, the, 1089
Crack steam-engine, description of the, the, 307
Cream, churning of, iii. 902—its chemical com-
pound, 915
Cream-cheese, making of, iii. 920
Creaming of milk, the, iii. 901
Croall, Mr, his mode of feeding horses, ii. 195
Crops, weeds infesting the various, and their
removal, iii. 930—on the rotation of, 1206—ne-
cessity for it, and reasons of this, 1207—ar-
rament of, by their exhaustin powers, 1208
De Candolle's views on it, 1209—and Liebig's,
1210—various, for clay soils; two shift, 1211—
three and four shift, 1213—five shift, 1214—six
shift, 1215—seven and eight shift, 1217—for
light soils; ﬁve shift, 1219—necessity for regu-
lar courses, 1221
Crossing live-stock, advantages and disadvantages
of, iii. 1264
Crossill's clod-crushing roller, description of, of,
1002
Cross-ploughing, objects, &c. of, ii. 483
Cultivator. See Grubber.
Cunningham's Plough. See Mid-Lothian Currie
Plough.
Curd of milk, composition of the, iii. 917
Curd-cutter, description of, the, iii. 909—breaker,
933
Carl in potatoes, causes and prevention of the, the,
267-268
Currie Plough, see Mid-Lothian Plough.
Curtis, Mr, his modes of feeding cattle, ii. 139
Cylinder-shaker for the Thrashing-machine, de-
scription of, the, ii. 329—straw-cutter, 159—
turnip-slicer, 59
Dairy, general management of the, the, 129—ar-
rangements and operations on a mixed hus-
bandy farm, iii. 896—farm, general arrange-
ments of the, i. 90—modiﬁed steading for it, 165
—grazing of cattle on it, iii. 835
Dalrymaid, duties of the, the, 228; ii. 457
Dale's hybrid turnip, culture of, ii. 22—its origin,
27
Dalrymple, Mr, on the proﬁt from draining, the, 592
Damaged wheat, modes of detecting, ii. 350
Darby, Sir Humphry, his agricultural chemistry,
ii. 23—his theory of irrigation, ii. 428—on the
fermentation of dung, 651
Dead hedges, modes of forming, ii. 577—the stave
and rice, 579
Deanston subsoil plough, description of the, in
its action, i. 655, 656
Deep ploughing, advantages of, i. 641
Dew, theory of, and its inﬂuences, iii. 732
Dibbling, sowing of wheat by, ii. 1137
Dick, Professor, i. 49
Difficulties of the young farmer, on the, i. 1—
means of overcoming them, 4
and those of the tiles, \( \mathrm{d} \) — number of each required per acre, 556 — junction of the small and main drain tiles, 557 — laying down of the tiles, 559 — plumb-level for it, 561 — mode of fixing and covering them, \( \mathrm{d} \) — on joining with the main drains, 563 — the sub-main drains, their present size, &c., 566 — size of the tiles for the small drains, 565 — and of the soles for them, 566 — putting in of them, \( \mathrm{d} \) — filling up, 567 — view of a tile and stone drain, 568 — plan of a thorough-drained field, 571 — best period for executing draining, 572

Comparative costs of the various modes, 575, 583 — tables for calculating it, 577 — cost of tiles in various districts, 578 — cost of tile draining, 583 — comparative advantages of tile and stone, 587 — examples of amelioration of the land by draining, 588 — influence in improving health, 591 — examples of the profit derived from it, 592 — kind of land on which most successful, 594 — necessity of care in the formation of drains, 596 — various other modes of forming drains, 597 — the flat stone drain, 598 — the peat tile, 599 — the clay land shoulder, \( \mathrm{d} \) — the plug or wedge, 600 — the sod, 605 — by the mole-plough, 604 — with larch tubes, 606 — with brushwood, 607 — example of the durability of brick, 607 — employment of the plough in cutting the drain, 607 — various ploughs for it: M’Ewan’s, \( \mathrm{d} \) — Green’s, and Pearson’s, 609 — on the proportion of expense to be borne by landlord and tenant, 609 — scientific principles upon which draining is necessary, 613

Drain-gauge, description of the, 1. 509
Drain-ploughs, descriptions of various: M’Ewan’s, 1. 507 — Green’s, 603 — Pearson’s, \( \mathrm{d} \).

Drain stone harp, the, 1. 547 — rake, beater, &c., 548, 549

Drain tiles, prices of, in various districts, 1. 578
Draught of the plough, on the, 1. 458 — of wheel carriages, ili. 1135
Drought-horses, breaking in of, while young, 1. 691 — shoeing, docking, &c. of, 697 — points most desirable to cultivate, with examples: the horse, ili. 1266 — the stallion, 1267 — the mare, 1289

Draught of turnips, carrots, &c. on the, 1. i
Dressing fanners of the threshing-mill, description of the, 1. 331

Drill-grubber, description of the, iii. 960 — harrow, 1. 687 — sowing machines, various, 593 — sowing of oats by them, 599 — the tarpaul, ili. 788 — the East-Lothian. 789 — Geddes’ two-rowed, 793 — two rowed with bone dust, 795 — the drop, 801

Drilling, single, its objects, and how done, 1. 491 — Double, 496
Driving and slaughtering of cattle on the, 1. 157 — of sheep, 88 — of swine, 288

Drop drill-sowing machine for turnips, description of the, ili. 801

Drum of the threshing-mill, description of the, ili. 286 — its gearing, 292 — its cover, 293

Dry-rot in timber, on the prevention of, 1. 103

Dry stone dykes, building of, ili. 1004 — their varieties in height, thickness, &c., 1005 — openings and stiles in them, 1008 — various expedients for increasing their height, 1010

Ducie’s cultivator or grubber, description of, ili. 681
Duck, feed of, 1. 389

Ducks, management of, ili. 249, 717 — gathering, &c., of their eggs, ili. 1197

Dudgeon, Mr. experiments by, on feeding pigs, ili. 243

Dung, farm-yard, removal of, from the steadings to the fields, ili. 402 — position of the heaps in them, 402 — its removal from the cattle courts, 406 — and laying down on the heaps, 407 — spade for cutting and lifting, 408 — preparation of it for potatoes, 636 — proportion needed for them and its distribution, 636, 662 — turning of the heaps, 659 — preparation of it for turnips, 641 — necessity for its fermentation before given to them, 651 — usual quantity given to fallow, ili. 994 — general directions on its use, 1223 — analyses of the various, 1227 — different modes of applying in England and Scotland, 1229

Dung hawk or drag, the, ili. 659

Dung-hills and composts, turning and general management of them, ili. 636

Dutch clinkers, construction of pavements with, 1. 178

Dutch hoe, description of the, ili. 945

Dutch plough, description of the, ili. 406

Dykes, stone, building of, ili. 1004 — openings for sheep, &c., and stiles in, 1009 — cleaning of from weeds, 947 — various expedients for increasing their height, 1010

Eating for cheese-making, preparation of, ili. 908

Earthing up of turnips, the, ili. 757 — potatoes, 758

East-Lothian or Small’s plough, description of the, ili. 408 — 410 — drill sowing machine, ili. 593

Eccelesiaion, description of the, ili. 724

Edinburgh University, agricultural chair in, 1. 46 — veterinary college of, 49

Education of the young farmer, on the, 1. 79

Egg, progressive changes in the, while hatching, ii. 725

Eggs, treatment, &c., of, ili. 1106 — gathering of them, 1107 — modes of keeping them, 1108 — their composition, chemical constituents, &c., 1200 — trade in them, 1204

Egypt, agricultural state of, 1. 364 — artificial hatching of fowls in, ii. 729

Electricity, relations of the science of, to agriculture, 1. 19 — value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, 81 — influences of, on the weather, 233 — its sources, &c.

Electricrometer and Electroscope, descriptions of the, ili. 257

Elevators of the threshing-mill, description of the, ili. 302 — their gearing, 293

Elkington, Mr. introduction of the new system of draining by, 1. 400 — subsequent modifica-
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Farm, employments on the, during winter, i. 100 — duties of the various persons employed on it, 220 — of the steward, 221 — the ploughman, 223 — the hedger and ditcher, 224 — the shepherd, 225 — the field-worker, 227 — the dairymaid, 228 — on making experiments on the, iii. 1388 — on looking at, and the various particulars to be seen to, 1303 — most desirable size, situation, &c., 1306 — its rent, 1308 — principles on which it is calculated, with table, 1309 — offering it, and disadvantages of the usual system, 1313 — adjusting the lease, 1315 — detailed estimate of the expense of stocking and working, 1323 Farm-book-keeping, on, iii. 1341 — its difficulties, &b. — the various books: the cash-book, 1343; the petty cash-book, 1345; the pocket cash-book; the ledger, &b. — the farm account-book, 1349; the corn-book, 1351; the live stock book, 1353; field-workers’ time-book, 1357 Farmer, the young, education suited to, i. 70 Farm-house, form of the, i. 211 — ground-plan of its kitchen, &c., 212 — of the cheese-room, &c., 215 — specifications relating to it, 217 — its position relative to the stable, 219 Farming, on the different kinds of: Store, i. 87 — Carse, 89 — in the neighbourhood of towns, &b. — Dairy, 90 — mixed husbandry, 91 — on choosing the kind of, 92 — on selecting a tutor for teaching, 94 — on dealing with the details of, 97 Farm-servants, hiring of, ii. 582 — summary of the laws relating to them, 584 — wages of the various, in different districts: the ploughman’s 381 — in bothies, 383 — the steward’s, 385 — the shepherd’s and his helper’s, 386 — the cattle-man’s and field-worker’s, 388 — comparison of their condition in the north and south of Scotland, 387 — conveniences of the cottages of, with plans, descriptions, &c., iii. 1398 Farm-steadings, the. See Steading.

Farm-steward, duties of the, i. 221 — wages paid him, ii. 385 Farm-work, various modes of describing, i. 13 Farm-yard dung, preparation of, for potatoes and turnips, ii. 686 — general directions on its preparation and use, 1223. See also Dung.

Farquharson, Dr, on hoar-frost, and its effects, i. 572

Farrowing of sows, the, ii. 698

Fattening of sheep, effect of, on the wool, iii. 811

Feathers of fowls, uses of the, ii. 259 — process by which formed, 728

Feeding-rollers of the thrashing-mill, description of the, ii. 294

Feering ridges, how done, i. 465 — for cross-ploughing, ii. 485 — for drilling, 496

Fellenberg, M. de, agricultural institution of, i. 50

Feltoes of cart-wheels, construction of the, iii. 1157

Felting power of wool, the, iii. 893

Fences, plants used for, besides the thorn, i. 393 — of grass-fields, repairing of, in summer, iii. 883. See also Enclosures and Hedges.
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Fermentation of farm-yard dung, on the, ii. 637—necessity for it, 651—various opinions relative to it, 653

Fertilizing the soil by manures, on the, iii. 1222

Fields, best shape and size of, i. 359, 360

Field-gates, construction of, iii. 808—their posts, 809—means of constructing, 812—iron, 815—wire, 816—their pillars and fastenings, 818

Field-sports, winter the season for, i. 103

Field-work, advantages of having in a forward state, i. 479

Field-workers, duties of the, i. 227—and their wages, ii. 388

Fingers and toes, the disease in turnips called, iii. 782

Finlayson’s grubber, description of, ii. 630

Fish, refuse employment of, as manure, ii. 1237

Fiask, description of the, iii. 988

Flat stone drain, the, how made, i. 598

Flax, on the cultivation of, ii. 554—pulling, &c., of it, iii. 1035—weeping, 1035—steeping and drying, 1037—average value of the crop, 1040—its botanical classification, 1044—importation of the seed, 1045—proposed extension of its culture, 1046

Fleece, rolling, storing, and packing of, iii. 888—average weight of, for all England, 894

Floor of the corn-barn, materials and laying of the, i. 117, 119—of the stables, 125—of the riding-horse stable, 131—of the byres, 134

Flocetteck, agricultural institution at, i. 56

Flour, grinding of wheat into, ii. 351—how to judge of its being well ground, 852—various adulterations of it, 953—mode of detecting these, and analysing it, 954—its chemical composition, 955—fermentation of it, 956—on mixing potatoes with it, 957

Fly, the, and prevention of it, iii. 770

Fly-wheels, misapplications of, ii. 202—true uses and theory of, 203

Foul, birth of the, iii. 843

Fogs, causes of, i. 276

Foot-rot, treatment of, in sheep, ii. 83

Fore-edge, necessity of, to the young farmer, i. 1

Fowls, accommodation requisite for, on the standing, i. 153—treatment of them in winter, ii. 246—general neglect of them, iii. 95—various kinds of, on a farm, 247—and their treatment: hens, &c. turkeys, 248—geese, &c. ducks, 249. pigeons, &c. prices of the various, in different countries, 250—modes of judging of them, &c.—their houses, 251—daily treatment, 253—food for them, &c. breeding of, in winter, 256—on cramping, 258—uses of their feathers, 259—diseases to which they are subject, 260—hatching of them, and season for it, 706—of hens, 707—of turkeys, 710—of geese, 714—of ducks, 717—of pheasants, 719—of pigeons, &c.—treatment in towns, 721—diseases to which subject, 722—hatching of them by artificial heat, 723—successive phenomena of development in the egg, 725—castrating of them, 728

Frenchlaw, drainage at the, i. 501

Frost, definition of, i. 274—its mechanical and other effects on the soil, 301

Furnace for the steam-engine, description of, ii. 315

Gabelli’s subsoil plough, description of, i. 657

Gaits, setting up of oats in, iii. 1065

Galactometer, description of the, and its uses, iii. 914

Garget, a disease of Ewes, treatment and care of it, ii. 629

Gates of the steading, best kinds of, i. 190—field, on the construction of, iii. 809—their posts, 809—various kinds of, 812—iron, 815—wire, 816—pillars and fastenings for them, 818

Gaw-cuts, mode of draining by, i. 459

Geddes’ turnip-drill, description of, iii. 729

Geer of the threshing mill, description of, ii. 290

Geese, general treatment of, ii. 248—management of, while hatching, 714—various uses of their chalk, 261

Geological relations of soils, on the, i. 334

Geology, connection of, with Agriculture, i. 20—value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, 82

Germination of seeds, on the, ii. 632—effects of water and air, and their absence, on it, 635—contrasted effects of good and bad ploughing and sowing on it, 634—of wheat, description of the process of, 1144

Gilly, Dr. on the cottages of the Border peasantry, iii. 1383—and on the character of that peasantry, 1377

Giumara, on the lambling of, ii. 610—drafting of, for sale in autumn, iii. 1108

Glazing of the steading, on the, i. 199, 210

Good and bad ploughing and sowing, effects of, on the germination of seeds, ii. 631

Gorse-farrow, mode of forming, i. 473

Gosford, advantages of shelter, as shown at, i. 365

Grahame, Sir James, tile manufactury begun by, i. 578

Grain, steaming of, for horses, ii. 210—description of apparatus for bruising it for them, 211—thrashing of, 202—winnowing, 227—measuring up in the barn, 275—arrangement of the full sacks, 277—loading of the carts, 278—bushel measure for, 279—various riddles for the different kinds, 281—their chemical constitution, 972—disposing of, and the markets for it, 298—its sale by bulk or sample, 299—measures for it, 384, 395—laws relating to its sale, 385—calculated and real increase of the different kinds, and causes of the deficiency, 635—reaping and stooking of, iii. 1068—carrying in, stacking, &c. of, 1083. See also Barley, oats, &c.

Grain-weevil, ravages of the, iii. 952

Grain-roynt, principles on which calculated, ii. 1309

Granary, proper position of the, on the steading, i. 108—plan and description of, 140—form
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of window for, 142—modes of securing it from vermin, 156
Grass, cutting of, for horses in summer, iii. 848—
peculiar mode of preserving fresh in Germany, 978
Grasses, mixture of, for sowing on water me-
dows, iii. 1020
Grass lands, ploughing of, i. 101—clearing of
them from stones, iii. 807—management of them
in summer, 831—weeds infesting them, and their
eradication, 943. See also Pastures.
Grass parks, season for letting, ii. 436
Grass seed, sowing of, with spring wheat, ii. 514
—kinds and proportions to be used, 517—mix-
ing of them, 518—sowing them by hand, 519—
and by sowing-machine, ib. —harrowing, 532
Graveling for drains, proper form of, i. 182
Gravelly soils, definition of, i. 328—and of gra-
velly loams, 330
Grazing of cattle, on the, iii. 580
Gray, Mr. on moor-band pan, i. 665
Green, Mr. description of drain-plough invented
by, i. 699
Green malt, feeding of cattle on, i. 139
Green weed as manure, iii. 1243.
Grey slates, disadvantages of, for roofing, i. 197
Grieve, duties of the, i. 221
Grignon, agricultural institution at, i. 54
Grinding of wheat, various processes for, ii. 351
—of barley, 362—of oats, 365—of beans, 369
Grisenthwaite, Mr. on special manures, iii. 1239
Ground plan of an existing steadings. description
of, i. 112—and of a proposed, 115
Grunentall, Mr. description of his turnip drop-drill,
ii. 892
Grub, the oat, ravages of, and their prevention,
ii. 690
Grubber, the, history and description of, ii. 678
—Finlayson's, 689—Kirkwood's, 689—Ducie's,
684—comparison of these, 687—the common
drill, iii. 900—Wilkie's, 961
Guano, observations on the uses of, as a manure,
iii. 1235
Hail, phenomena attending the fall of, iii. 736
Hainault scythe, description of, iii. 1074
Halos round the sun and moon, indications of
weather from, i. 260
Hammels for feeding live-stock, i. 118—their
position on the steadings, size, and construction,
149—their advantages over byres, ii. 149
Hams, curing of, ii. 311
Hand draw-hoe for drains, i. 560—description of
the, for singing turnips, iii. 752
Hand hammers for Barley, the, ii. 345
Hand stubble-rake, the, iii. 1083
Hannam, Mr. experiments by, on the cutting of
wheat, iii. 1072
Harness, position of, in the stable, i. 127—
cleaning of it, ii. 219, 400—on contracting for
its repairs, 400—of the plough-horse, general
description of, i. 618—its weight and cost, 619
—of the cart-horse and its weight and cost, iii.
1087—on the preservation of, i. 1833
Harrow, various forms of the, ii. 598—the wooden,
527—the iron, 531—the grass-seed, iron web,
and brake, 532—the drill or potato, 687—on the
preservation of, iii. 1381
Harrowing of sowed land, on the, ii. 511, 520—
advantages of it in spring on the winter-fur-
row, 484
Harvest bug, the, ii. 727
Hatching of the various fowls, the, and season
for it, ii. 706—of hens, 707—turkeys, 710—
goose, 714—ducks, 717—pee-fowl, 719—pigeons,
ib.—house for it, described, i. 153—by artifi-
cial heat, 723—phenomena observable during
its stages, 725
Hatherton, Lord, improvement of his property
by draining, i. 592
Haulm of the potato, employment of, for manure,
ii. 414
Hawthorn, the, i. 389. See Hedges, Thorn.
Hay, Lord James, his concrete tile, i. 582
Hay, on the providing of, for sheep in winter,
1. 68—cutting, &c. of, for horses, iii. 841—
defective system of making in Scotland, and su-
periority of the English mode, 963—reasons
given for this, 964—from sow and from natu-
ral grasses, 965—making of, by manual labour
alone, 965—cutting and tedding, 966—drying,
ib.—making of, with horse labour, 970—
stacking of, ib.—thatchling of the stacks, 974
—rules for calculating the weight contained in
them, 975—average weight of the crop per
acre, 977—chemical constitution of it, ib.—
peculiar mode of making in Saxony, 978—
value of the crop, 979—the implements used
in making, 980—the English tedding-machine,
981—the hand rake, 982—the American horse-
rake, 984—the horse-rake, 985—the rick-cloth,
987
Hay and straw cutters, various forms of, de-
scribed, ii. 135—the Canadian, 186—the cy-
linder, 199—the disc, 394
Hay-cocks, mode of building, iii. 967
Hay-fields, weeds infesting, and their removal,
iii. 943
Hay-frame for cart, description of the, iii. 1179
Hay-house, position of, on the steading, its size,
&c. i. 121
Hay-knife, description of the, iii. 841
Hay-racks, various forms of, described, i. 123—
for the riding-horse, 130—for sheep, ii. 39
Hay-rake, the hand, ii. 982—the American, 984
—the horse, 985
Hay-stacks, building, &c. of, iii. 972—thatch-
ing of them, 974—rules for calculating the weight
contained in them, 976—the English mode of
building, with rick-cloth, 987
Health, beneficial effect of draining on, i. 581
Hedge and ditcher, duties of the, i. 244—wages
usually paid him, 385
Hedges, thorn, on the planting of, i. 368—pro-
per season and weather for it, ib.—description of
the mode, 369—implements made use of in it,
ib.—choosing the plants, 372—mode of
marking out the line, &c. 373—the bed for,
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375—preparation of the plants for planting, 375, 376—laying the plants on the bed, 377—best weather for planting them, ib. —dimensions and excavation of the ditch, 378—planting of, 379—view of the finished hedge-bank, &c. 381—obstacles to be encountered, ib. —means for preventing the lodgement of water, 382—bad effect of the scarecrow, 385—planting of them in shrubberies, &c. 387—and in curves, ib.—evil of trees in the hedge-row, 388—Natural history and classification of the hawthorn, 389—its use among the ancients, 392—plains used for hedges besides the hawthorn, 393—mode of propagating, 394—best position for their growth, ib. —double ones, 395—turf fences to them, ib., 396—state of the fences throughout the country, 397—on switching, pruning, and water-balling the, 398—tools used for these, 398—breasting over of them, and cases where necessary, 397—proper season for it, 397—diseases to which they are subject, 397—cleaning of them from weeds, and its importance, ib. 397—implements used for it, 397—animals infesting them, 395—

Hedge-spidle, the, iii. 495
Hemp, on the cultivation of, ii. 555—pulling, steeping, drying, &c., of, it, ii. 1040—its natural history and classification, 1047
Henderson, Mr., on the breeding of swine, ii. 704—

on the steeping, drying, and preparing of bar, iii. 1037

Hens, management of, in winter, ii. 247—houses for them, 251—treatment of them while sitting, ib. 
Heburn Mr. of Colquhalzie, snow barrel and plough invented by, ii. 623—description of his double conical roller, iii. 1003
Hereford ox, the, iii. 1274
Highland and Agricultural Society's proposed slopings, description of, i. 168
Hill farms, management of sheep on, iii. 890—

composition of their soil, 882—proper mode of burning the old heath on them, 886—lamming of the ewes on, and their treatment, ii. 616

Hill sheep, qualifications necessary in the, ii. 617

Hills, effects of, on the winds and clouds, i. 289, 290

Hiring farm-servants, on the, ii. 582

Hoar-frost, injurious effects of, i. 372

Hoe, the Dutch, description of, iii. 945—the hand i. 560—ii. draw, 752

Hofwyll, agricultural institution of, i. 50

Hog's lard, composition and properties of, ii. 243

Hohenheim, agricultural institution at, i. 56

Hop, on the cultivation of the, ii. 1041—ricking of, 1042—drying and packing, 1043—uncertainty of the crop, 1042, 1044—duty on, amount produced by it, and its amount per acre, 1043—its scientific classification and history, 1047—exports and imports of, 1048

Hopetoun oat, the, ii. 587

Hopper of the threshing-mill, description of the, iii. 1001

Horns of cattle, indications of the breed, age, &c., from, iii. 1275—and of sheep, 1291

Horse, comparative power of the, for carriage and draught, iii. 1185—development of the teeth in, 1284—indications from them as to its age, 1287

Horses, farm, accommodation for, on the steading, i. 122—treatment of them during winter, ii. 176—form, position, &c., of their stables, 176—routine of their daily feeding and work, ib. —cleaning of them, 180—warm mash for them, 182—ordinary allowance of oats, &c. given them, 183—breeding of them on the farm, 185—treatment of the mares, ib.—and of the young horses, 185—names given them at different ages, 187—advantages of cooked food for them, 189—danger of too nutritious food, 190—experiments on the relative advantages, expense &c. of raw and cooked food, ib.—various mixtures for them, 192—regular allowance of food, 193—superiority of prepared food, ib.—feeding them on bruised whins, 193—hay and straw cutters for them, ib.—steaming apparatus, 205—corn bruiseers, 211—choice of names for them, 216—yoking of them in carts, iii, 1190

—riding and harness, accommodation for them on the steading, i. 130—treatment of them during winter, ii. 217—treatment before riding out, 218—cleaning of their harness, 219—disadvantages of clipping, 220—diseases to which they are subject, ib.—on bleeding, ib. blissing, 221—physicking, 222—fomentations, poultries, and other remedies, 223—pulse of the horse, ib.—animals infesting it, 224—

diseases : the botts, ib.—inflammation of the bowels, 225—colds, ib.—gale, 225—the stagers, ib.—thrush and corns, 227—broken wind, ib.—saddle-galls, crib-biting, and wind-suck, 228—dust-balls, worms, and specks in the eye, 229—uses of its offals, hide, hair, bones, &c. ib.—grazing of them in summer, iii. 831—feeding of them then, 848—diseases to which subject, and insects infesting them, 852—breaking-in of them for the saddle, 1027—sple for it, 1029—breaking-in of young draught, for work, ii. 691—on the points of, to be culivated by the breeder, iii. 1254, 1266—draught-horse, 1266—stallion, 1267—and mare, 1268

Horse-chestnut, feeding of sheep on, the, iii. 880

Horse-cleg, description of, the, iii. 859—and of the bot, 853

Horse-hoe, Wilkie's description of, iii. 993

Horse-louse, description of the, ii. 294

Horse-pondo, position and size of, i. 154

Horse-shoes, proper form for, iii. 397

Horse-wheel for the thrashing-machine, the, ii. 318—the underfoot, ib.—the overhand, ib.—size of the wheel, 319—detailed description of it, 320—iron-chain gearing for it, 321—lever for equalizing the draft, 322

Household bread, on the baking of, i. 355

Hoven, the, disease affecting cattle, origin and care of, ii. 154

Howden, Mr. on the profit from draining, i. 592—experiment by, on feeding cattle, ii. 144—and on the potato, 672

Hummellers for barley, description of various forms of, iii. 387—the hand, 345
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Lamb, extraction of the, from the mother, ii. 604 —treatment of, immediately after birth, 606 —bringing up of, by hand, 610 —castrating of, 612 —diseases to which subject when young, 620 —weaning of, iii. 888 —marking and boisting of, 889 —instruments for these, 870 —rearing of, for the table, 879
Lambing of Ewes, the, ii. 539
Lambing park, Lord Napier's proposed, ii. 616
Lanarkshire or Wilkie's plough, the, i. 408 —detailed description of it, 419
Land and sea breezes, origin of the, i. 280
Landlord, proportion of expense of draining to be borne by, i. 609
Landlords and tenants, advantages of their intercourse, i. 64
Landowners, evils resulting from their ignorance of agriculture, i. 57
Land-rollers, various forms of, ii. 541
Lantern for the stable, form, &c., of, ii. 184
Larch tube drains, description of, i. 956
Law of master and servant, a summary of the, ii. 584 —of the corn-market, 395
Lawns, pasturage of sheep on, iii. 818
Lawton tuft, the, ii. 22 —its origin, 27
Lead-work of the stead ing, on the, i. 156, 204, 209
Lea ground, on the ploughing of, i. 622 —various modes of, in different soils, 631
Lease, adjustment of the conditions of, drawing it out, &c., iii. 1315
Le Couteur, Colonel, his classification of wheat, ii. 946 —on the cultivation of the parcel, as practised in Jersey, iii. 765
Leicester breed of sheep, the, iii. 1277
Letting of tups, the, iii. 1120 —prices obtained for them, &c., —frauds practised in, and their detection, 85
Levelling-box or scoop, description of two kinds of, iii. 339
Lever cheese-press, description of the, iii. 935 —drill machine, ii. 506 —turnip-slicer for sheep, 73
Lifting of potatoes, time, weather, &c., for, iii. 1124 —different modes of, by the plough, 1135 —by Lawson's broader, 1128 —by the gr aph, 1126
Lime, preservation of, on the, i. 186 —preparation of, for applying to the land, &v. iii. 594 —quantity to be applied to various soils, 588 —nature of its action, 997
Limestone, crushed, application of, to peat soils, iii. 882
Limeing of land, the, iii. 994
Lind's anemometer, description of, i. 243
Lindley, Professor, on the failure of the potato crop, ii. 630
Linetree, quantity of, imported into Great Britain, iii. 1045 —feeding of cattle on, &v. —mode of expressing the oil, &v. —feeding of cattle on it, ii. 139
Liquid-manure drain, the, i. 159 —tank, its position, &c., ii. 411 —farms on which tanks are required, ii. 411 —expense of them, 413 —application of it, &v. —best form and size of cart for its removal, 416 —cistern and pump for it, 420, 421
Littering of cattle, the, i. 106
Littering of sows, the, ii. 688

Hurdles for confining sheep on turnips, making of, in England, ii. 66, 67 —implements required for it, 68 —mode of setting them up, 31, 70
Hydrography, value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, i. 82
Hygrometer, description and uses of the, i. 240
Ice, origin and properties of, i. 275 —evaporation from it, 276 —its cooling powers, &v.
Imperial bushel, standard capacity of the, ii. 363
Implement-house, position, &c., of the, i. 121 —manner of fitting it up for use, iii. 1384
Implements, importance of, to the farmer, i. 16 —deficiency of the descriptions of, in existing works on agriculture, 9, 17 —on the preservation of, iii. 1390
Improving waste land, on, iii. 1330 —advantages of trenching, &v.
Inclosures. See Enclosures.
Infield and outfield, origin of, i. 363
Insects infesting cattle at grass, iii. 838 —horses, ii. 924, iii. 952 —sheep, 573 —sheep, 520 —barley, oats, and wheat, 950 —pease, beans, clover, and grass, 954 —hedges, 956 —turnips, 770
Institutions, scientific, of practical agriculture, i. 59
Irish box-churn, description of the, iii. 928
Iron field-gates, examples of various forms of, iii. 815
Iron-web harrow, description of the, i. 532
Ironwork of the farm, repairing, &c. of the, ii. 396 —usual terms of contracting for its upholding, 398
Irrigation, operations of, begun during winter, i. 101 ; ii. 422 —theory of its effects, 425
Irrigated meadows, formation of, iii. 1016 —various kinds of them; the bed-work, 1018 —the catch-work, 1022 —best mixtures of grass-seeds for them, 1020 —their subsequent management, 1025
Isometrical view of an existing steading, description of, i. 111 —and of a proposed, 113
Italian vye-grass, peculiarities of, i. 22
Jacob, Mr, account of the Merglin agricultural institution by, i. 53, 55
Jersey, mode of cultivating the parcel in, ii. 765
Joiner-work of the farm, on the, ii. 386 —usual mode of contracting for its repairs, 389
Joint-fellow, a disease in cattle, causes and treatment of, iii. 940
Kelson, effect of increased drainage on the healthiness of, i. 691
Kildrummy oat, the, ii. 587
Kirkwood's grubber, description of, ii. 680
Kyan's process for the prevention of dry-rot in timber, i. 193
Labour, variety of, and its distribution on the farm, i. 1
Ladder for stack-building, description of the, iii. 1061, 1103
Lairing, Mr, on the advantages of subsoil ploughing, iii. 958
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Little, Mr, on the qualifications of the hill sheep-herd., ii. 617
Live-stock, treatment of, as discussed in existing works, i. 10—importance of attention to, during winter, 101—accommodation for, in the stable, 107—their proper position there, 108—necessity of shelter being provided for, 357, 365—providing of winter food for, ii. 1—points most desirable for the farmer to cultivate, iii. 1249; symmetry, 1251; robustness of constitution, 1255; disposition to attain early maturity, 1259;—selection of parents, 1257—breeding in and out, 1258—crossing, 1259—examples of horses, 1265—cattle, 1269—sheep, 1270—swine, 1290.

See also Cattle, Horses, Sheep, &c.

Loading of carts, disposition of the, iii. 1182.
Loam, definition of the term, i. 328—clay, 328—sandy and gravelly, 329
London Veterinary College, the, i. 49
Long-bred breed of cattle, descriptions of, iii. 1273
Looking at a farm, on, iii. 1303
Loose box in the stable, importance of having a, i. 128
London, Mr, arrangement of steading proposed by, i. 167
Low, Professor, i. 46—arrangement of steading proposed by, i. 165—his theory of irrigation, ii. 435
Lucerne, culture of, iii. 552

M'Ewan, Mr, drain-plough invented by, described, i. 607
Madden, Dr, on the effect of air and water on the germination of seeds, ii. 631—on the nitrate of soda as a manure, 647—on the fermentation of dung, 653—comparison of various manures by, 675
Magnetism, value of a knowledge of, to the farmer, i. 81
Melting of barley, the, ii. 363
Mangel wurzel, on the cultivation of, iii. 762—on the drawing and storing of, ii. 13—natural history of, iii. 783

Mangers for cows, form, position, &c, of, i. 133—supplying of them with food, 86

Manures, various, farm-yard, ii. 636—compost, 642—artificial and compound, 846—list of these, their prices, and quantities to be applied, 650—comparison of stable, byre, and street, 676—bone-dust, iii. 748—on fertilizing the soil by, 1223—general observations and analysis of farm-yard dung, 1227—bone-dust, 1223—guano, 1225

pigeons' dung, 1226—fish refuse, 1227—sea-ware, 1228—cows' dung, 1230—woollen rags, green weeds, shellfish and shell-marl, 1243—theory of their action, 1345—classification of them, 1346

Mann's reaping-machine, description of ii. 1077
Meat, treatment of, on the farm, ii. 185—management of, while in coals, iii. 841, 843—their treatment after parturition, 844—covering of, by the stallion, 68—points of, to be cultivated, 1368

Market, the cattle, ii. 160—the corn, 389—stock and sample ones, 390—comparison of the two, 391—frauds perpetrated in them, 392—laws relating to them, 395—the sheep, rapid fluctuations in it, 90—rules of ii. 91
Marketing, winter the season for, i. 103
Marking of sheep, the, and instruments used for it, ii. 87
Marsh, Mr, employment of, for manure, iii. 1243
Marsh, Mr, on the influence of the wind on temperature, iii. 739
Marshes, on the drainage of, i. 501
Mashes for farm horses, on, ii. 182
Mason-work of the steading, measurement and cost of, i. 902, 905
Master and servant, law of, ii. 584
Mathematics, value of an acquaintance with, to the young farmer, i. 80
Measures for grain, description of the various, ii. 393, 395
Measuring up of grain, the, ii. 775
Mechanics, importance of a knowledge of the science of, to the farmer, i. 81
Melvin, Mr, on the advantages of subsoil ploughing, i. 669—and of trenching, 664
Merino sheep, history of the, iii. 894—difficulty of fattening them, 891
Meteorology, importance of a knowledge of, to the farmer, i. 82

Mice, prevention of the ravages of, i. 136
Mid-Lothian or Currie plough, the, i. 408—detailed description of it and its different parts, 427
Mildew, causes of, in Wheat, iii. 902
Miles, Mr, on the culture of Mangel Wurzel, iii. 763

Milk, on the churning of, iii. 899—circumstances affecting its yield and quality, 912—its constituents and how combined, 913—chemical composition of that from various animals, 915, 917—different adulterations of it, 918—coagulation of it for cheese-making, 909—various preparations of it for the table, 919

Milk-house, situation and construction in, the farm-house, i. 214—its furnishings, ii. 887—the vessels and various materials used for them, 887—necessity of cleanliness in it, 899

Milking-pail, best form of the, iii. 900

Mists, phenomena attending the formation of, i. 276

Mixed farming, on, i. 91
Moëglin, agricultural institution at, i. 52
Mole-plough, description of the, and the formation of drains by it, i. 604
Monsoneaux, the, i. 290
Moon, effects of the changes of the, on the fall of rain, i. 285—prognostics of the weather from, 283

Moord-band pan, mode of destroying, i. 685—its chemical constitution, and cause of its injurious effects, 689

Mortar cart, the Swedish, i. 188
Mould-board of the plough, first improvement of the, i. 406—description of that of the East-Lothian or Small's plough, 411—of the Lanark-
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shire or Wilkie's, 420—of the Mid-Lothian or Currie, 427—nature of its action, 439—scientific principles and formation of, 446—mode of analysing it, ib.—characters of the various, 449—mode of constructing it, 452—Slight's new mould-board, 455—pattern for it, ib.—building of the block for, 456
Mountain snow-plough, description of the, ii. 624
Movable sheds for sheep while on turnips, construction of, ii. 49
Moulage of linseed, chemical constitution of the, iii. 1045
Mud-hoe, the, ii. 411
Mudie, Mr, characteristics of winter by, i. 104—of spring, ii. 429—of summer, iii. 729
Muir-burning, proper mode of, iii. 883—law of, 894
Muir-ill, causes and treatment of the, ii. 474
Mutton, various modes of cutting up, ii. 97
Napier, Lord, on the lambing of ewes, ii. 617
Net for confining sheep, mode of setting up, ii. 329—tools used for it, 33
Nitrate of soda as a manure, on the, ii. 647
Non-condensing steam-engine, description of the, ii. 307
Oats, on the sowing and general culture of, ii. 688—varieties of, 364, 597—sowing broadcast, 598—drill, ib.—diseases to which subject, 599, iii. 900—Weeds liable to infest them, and their removal, 940—insects attacking them, 950—Cutting, stooking, and stacking of, 1000—average crop yielded by them, and its value, ii. 363—their straw, 574—comparative weight of straw, grain, and roots, iii. 1071—daily allowance of, to farm-horses, ii. 183—quantity consumed by them, iii. 841—advantages of, to young horses, 845—grinding of into meal, iii. 365—natural history and classification of, 363—their chemical constitution, 365
Oat-riddle, various forms of the, ii. 282
Observation and recording of facts, importance of to the farmer, i. 322—method to be pursued in, ii. 323
Offering of rent for a farm, disadvantages of the present mode of doing it, iii. 1313
Oil-cake, manufacturing of, ii. 342. iii. 1046—feeding of cattle on. ii. 131. iii. 1046—machine for breaking it, ii. 135—advantages of, for calving cows, 441—giving of it to sheep while on turnips, 44—box for, ib.
Open ditches, on draining by, i. 489
Outfield and infield, origin of, i. 363
Oxen. See Cattle. &c.
Ox-Joue, description of the, ii. 151
Packing of wool, the, iii. 888
Painting of the seeding, specifications relating to, i. 501, 210
Paling, ordinary form of, ii. 580
Parasitic animals infesting cattle, various, ii. 151
Paring plough, description of the, ii. 501
Parsnips, cultivation of; iii. 765—natural history, &c., of the, 785—on drawing and storing them, ii. 13—best varieties of, for cultivation, 59
Pastoral farming, on, i. 87
Pastoral farms, form and arrangement of steadings for, i. 164; ii. 54—importance of shelter on the, ii. 52—breeds of sheep for particular localities, 53—drainage of; and its importance, 54, 55—general management of the sheep on, 55.—stalls for them, various forms of, 57, 58, 60—erection of sheep-cots on, 61—management of cattle on them, iii. 833—Hill, management of, ii. 62—stalls for, 60, 64
Pasturage for cattle, on, iii. 831
Pastures, insects infesting, iii. 964—weeds infesting, and their removal, 942
Pasturing and soiling, comparative advantages of, in the feeding of cattle, iii. 850
Peafowl, treatment of, ii. 298, 719
Pearson, Mr, description of drain-plough, invented by, i. 609
Pease, on the culture of, ii. 548—varieties of, 550—insects and diseases affecting them, iii. 904 reaping and stacking of, 1000—carrying in and stacking of, 1100—botanical classification, iii. 370—average crop yielded, 371—chemical composition, ib.—uses to which applied, 372—their straw, 375
Peat-earth, nature of the changes undergone by, iii. 882—application of lime and limestone to, ib.
Peat hole drain, how made, i. 599
Pet lambs, on the rearing of, ii. 610
Physical sciences, importance of, to agriculture, i. 18
Physicking of horses, the, ii. 222
Physiology of plants, value of a knowledge of the, to the farmer, i. 29
Picking of hops, the, iii. 1042
Pickling of seed-wheat, its objects, compositions for it, &c., ii. 503
Pigeons, management of, ii. 248, 719—houses for the, i. 165; ii. 252—on the right of shooting them, 263
Pigeon's dung as a manure, on, iii. 1236
Pigs, on the management of, ii. 700
Fig-styes, dimension, position, &c. of, i. 152
Pitting of potatoes, on the, iii. 1129—various forms of pit, the conical, 1130, the prismatic or long, 1131—ventilating of them, ib.
Plantations, advantages of, for sheltering land, i. 367
Planting of potatoes, on the, ii. 654
Plants, geographical distribution of, over the land, i. 318—their respiration, 253—those peculiar to different soils, 345—necessity of shelter to, 365
Flashing of thorn hedges, how done, ii. 571
Plaster work of the steadings, the, i. 198—specifications of its measurement and cost, 294, 299
Plough, the, its uses, i. 328—comparative cost and advantages of iron and wooden, 392—various defects of its working, and their remedies, 400—necessity of the iron of, being properly tempered, 402—its early history, 405—the caschroom, a primitive form of it, still used in Skye, ib.—
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its gradual improvement, 406—first introduction of the Rotherham or Small's, 406—view of its landside, 407—general description of it, 408—its general characteristics, 409—the East-Lothian, or Small's: detailed description of it and its peculiarities, 410—the Lanarkshire or Wilkie's, 411—details of its peculiarities, 419—the Mid-Lothian, Currie, or Cunningham's, 409—detailed description of it, 427

Of its general action, 432—and that of its different parts: the couler, 433—the share, 436—the mould-board, 459—principles and formation of the latter, 440—of its draught in various circumstances, 453—other various forms described: Romans' Bedfordshire, 444—the two-furrow, 448—the mole, for cutting drains, 694—various others, for drain-cutting, 677—the ribbing, 661—the double mould-board, 667—the scuffing or cleaning, 669—Smith's subsoil, 653, 669—other subsoil, 657—on yoking the horses to it, 617—on the 618—its ordinary weight and cost, 619—working of it with two horses, 620—guidance of the horses, and signs made by them, 621—swinging for two horses, 622—rules for calculating their strength, dimensions, &c, 623—on making them of iron, 624—swinging for three horses, 625; and for four, 627, 628—slowness of its improvement in England compared to Scotland, 642—its advantages, 643—of wheat, 643—various makers of them in England, 647—application of the, to the lifting of potatoes, iii. 1125—on the preservation of, 1381

Ploughing, winter the season in which chiefly done, i. 180—contrasted effects of good and bad on the germination of seeds, ii. 634—

Ridges, various modes of, and how done, i. 464—various breadths of them, 465—feering of them, 465—description of the different modes: gathering up from the flat, 469—casting, yoking, or coupling, 471—the groove furrow, 472—two-out-and-two-in, 474—inbreaks, 475—twice gathering up, 477—cleaving or throwing down with and without groove furrow, 478—cross-ploughing 480—angle-ploughing 481—rib-ploughing, 481.

Of stubble and leas ground, the, 659—order in which done, 639—ways of, according to the soil, 639—that of the head-ridges, 632—characteristics of correct, 633—exampes of bad, 636—calculation of the weight of earth turned over in, 638—time occupied by, 639—table of time lost in turning, 639—advantage of long ridges, 639—their proper length on steep ground, 640—chemical changes forwarded by, 640—advantages of deep, 641—cases in which shallow is admissible, 659.

Trench and subsoil, 652—Mr Smith's plough for it, 652—necessity of previous drainage, 653—other forms of plough for these, 657—instances of the advantage derivable from them, 658—general remarks, 658—cross-ploughing, its objects, &c, ii. 483—for barley seed, 628—for autumn wheat, iii. 1105

Matches, advantages of them, i. 455, 468—ordinary way of conducting, 649—errors in the mode of judging of, 650

Ploughman's duties of the, i. 223—best education for him, 635—signs, &c, made use of by, to his horses in various districts, 636—wages and allowances of, ii. 381

Plug-drains, description of, i. 600—section of one, 602

Plumber-work of the steadying, specifications relating to the, i. 190—measurement and cost of it, 204, 205

Plumb-level for the drain-cutter, description of and how used, i. 561

Plunger-churn, description of the, iii. 929

Pneumatics, value of an acquaintance with, to the farmer, i. 81

Poisoning rats, various compositions for, iii. 1295

Pole-cats, destruction of, iii. 1299

Poles for hops, manufacture and cost of, iii. 1011

Pond, the horse, position, size, &c, of, i. 184—for sheep-washing, how made, iii. 638

Pork, pickling of, i. 240

Portland, Duke of, introduction of draining-tiles into Ayrshire by, i. 579

Posts of field-gates, the, iii. 809

Potatoes, preparation of farm-yard dung for, ii. 636—planting of, 654—ploughing, harrowing, &c, of the land for them, 655—preparation of the seed, 655—precautions necessary against their beating, 656—damping, planting, and ploughing them in, 659—width of the drills, 655—best varieties of, 667—effects of soil on their flavour and general quality 668—various ways of cultivating them, 667—harrowing after planting, 670—diseases to which they are subject, their causes and remedies: the curl, 671—the taint, 671—natural history and classification of the plant, 674—its introduction into Great Britain, 674—damage done to them by rooks, 675—Professor Lindley on the cause of its failure 690—setting or earthing up of them, iii. 788—height to which it should be done, 687—weeds infesting them, and their removal, 849—lifiting and pitting of them, 1124—lifting of them by the plough, 1125—by the grapple, 1128—Storing of them, 1129—various forms of pit for it: the conical, 1130—the prismatic, 1131—other modes of storing, 687—precautions necessary against their beating in the pits, 687—degeneracy of the plant during the last twenty years, 1132—on mixing with wheaten flour, i. 577—comparison of their nutritive powers with those of wheat, iii.1138—number of persons supported by an acre of each, 1134—chemical analyses of them, 687—changes produced by boiling, 1135—feeding of cattle on 131—advantages of feeding pigs on them, 233—manufacture of starch and tapioc from them, 1135—average value of the crop, 1195

Potato-brander or raiser, the, iii. 1126

Potato-grap, the, iii. 1128

Potato-harrow, the it. 687
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Potato-haulm, employment of the, for manure, ii. 414
Potato-oat, peculiarities of the, ii. 587
Potato-raiser, the, iii. 1136
Potato-store, position, &c. of the, on the standing, i. 156
Poultry, accommodation for, on the standing, i. 133—management of them in winter, ii. 246—
General neglect of them, iib.—various kinds, kept on the farm, and their treatment; hens, 247—turkeys and geese, 248—ducks and pigeons, 249—prices of, 250—how to judge of them, iib.—their houses, 251—daily treatment, 252—feeding and food for them, iib.— 255—
breeding of them in winter, 256—remarks on cramming, 256—uses of their feathers, 258—
diseases to which they are subject, 259, 722—
hatching of them, 706—of hens, 707—turkeys, 710—geese, 714—ducks, 717—peafowl and pigeons, iib.—their treatment in towns, 721—
atching by artificial heat, 723—castrating of, 729
Poults, management of, ii. 711
Practical agriculture, scientific institutions of, i. 39
Practical husbandry, existing modes of learning i. 29—necessity of attending to every operation, 31, 52; and of personal attendance, 54—
commencement in youth necessary for learning, 35
Preservation of implements, on the, iii. 1380
Presser-roller, the, objects of using, ii. 523—description of it, 529
Profit from draining, examples of the, i. 592
Prognostics of the weather, various, i. 292—those peculiar to winter, 298—proverbial ones, 302—
those peculiar to high districts, 903—their uncertainty, 905
Pruning of horn hedges, the, ii. 562—tools used for it, 563
Pulling of flax and hemp, the, iii. 1035
Pulse of the horse, the, ii. 223
Pulse crops. See Beans, Pease, &c.
Punching-nippers for marking lambs, description of, and mode of using, iii. 870
Pupillage, time for the young farmer commencing, i. 98—his first employments during it, 96
Quadrangular steering, origin of the, i. 167
Quarter ill, a disease of cattle, causes and treatment of the, iii. 840
Rag-fallowing, on, iii. 999
Rain, appearances and causes of, i. 261—causes of its fall, 263—tables of quantities, &c. iib.—
connection with the direction and force of the winds, 268—effect of the phases of the moon on its fall, iib.—foreign matters brought down by it, 269—proportion that falls during the winter months, 301—total annual fall of, 309
Rain-water, cistern for collecting, i. 181
Rain-gauge, description of the, and mode of using it, i. 244
Rake, the hand-hay, iii. 982—the American horse, 984—the hay and stubble horse, 985—
the stubble, 1083
Rams, separate feeding of, on turnips, ii. 43—
serving of the ewes by, iii. 1106—letting out of to serve ewes, 1120—prices obtained for them, iib.—frauds practised in it, and their detection, iib.
Ransome, Measures, improvements of the plough by, i. 649—description of their F F or Bedfordshire plough, 644
Rape, on the cultivation of, iii. 753—natural history and classification of, 767—importation of the seed, iib.—feeding of sheep on, 47
Rape-cake, importation and manufacture of, iii. 768—rape-dust, storing of, 793
Rats, prevention of the ravages of, i. 156—various means of destroying, on the farm, iii. 1295
Reapers, different modes of hiring and paying, iii. 1049—by the day, 1050, 1052—by the piece, or three lots, 1053—price of, 1053
Reap ing of grain, the, its importance, i. 1048—
hiring of workers for it, terms on which hired, and average wages, 1049—different ways of: with the scythe, 1056—with the sickle, iib.—various arrangements for: by the day or harvest, iib.—by the piece or thrave, 1061—
comparison of the two modes, 1059—proper degree of ripeness in the crop, 1056—Mr Han
nam's experiments on this, 1072—superintendence and arrangement of the reapers, 1077—
operations of the binder, iib., 1059—of the cutters, 1058—description of the mode of cut
ting, iib.—stooking of barley and oats, 1060—
and of wheat, 1061—details of threshing, measuring of the sheaves, &c. iib.—mode of cutting with the scythe, 1062—arrangement of the workers, 1063—paits, 1065—cut
ing rye, beans, and peas, 1056—comparative expense, &c. of reaping and moving, iib. greater cheapness of mowing, 1068; and its other advantages, 1069—proportion of straw, grain, and roots, 1070—bagging, a peculiar mode of, in England, 1073—use of the Flemish or Hainault scythe, 1074—different ways of stocking, iib.—description of the implements used for it, 1075—description of various ma
chines: of Smith's, 1076—of Bell's, 1077—of Mann's, iib.—comparison of these with hand
reaping, 1078—various forms of sickles, 1079 and of scythes, 1080—the stubble-rake, 1083
Reaping-machines, description of the various, iii. 1077
Reid, Colonel, his theory of storms, i. 287
Renten for cheese-making, preparation of, ii. 908
Rennie, Professor, his theory of irrigation, ii. 426—the proper theory, iib.
Rent of a farm, principles on which calculated, iii. 1—value of, iib., 541—offering of, 1313
Repairing of fences, on the, iii. 807—the standing, iib.—arrangement, and implements to be duly at
tended to, ii. 1383
Respiration of plants, effect of on the air, i. 253
Rippling, plough for, and mode of executing, i. 483, 1901
Ricks, hay, building of, iii. 972—cloths for covering, as used in England, 987
Riddles for grain, description of various, ii. 29
Riddling of grain, the, ii. 28
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Sanding of butter, the, iii. 904
Salves for sheep, various mixtures for, iii. 1116
Sample grain-market, on the, ii. 390—advantages and disadvantages of it, 391
Sand bags, definition of, iii. 323—loans, 380
Saw-mill, its position on the steading, and application of power to it, ii. 341
Scab in sheep, treatment of the, ii. 83
Scarification, bad effect of, on a hedge-bank, i. 385
Scourers or grinders, history and description of the various, ii. 678—Finlayson's, 680—Kirkwood's, 682—Dacie's, 684—comparison of these, 697—the common drill, iii. 960—Willkie's, 861
Sciences, the physical, importance of to agriculture, i. 13—value of an acquaintance with them, to the farmer, 79
Scoop the bog drain, i. 504—the earth drain, 544—for corn, ii. 284
Scott, Mr., his draining with larch tubes, i. 600
Scots fir, employment of the, for feeding sheep, i. 62
Scott, Mr., on the feeding of horses, ii. 195—on spade husbandry, and its effects, iii. 599
Screen of the threshing-mill, description of the, ii. 301
Scuffing-plough, description of the, iii. 599
Scythe, the patent, for mowing hay, i. 848—on the cutting of grain with, 1050, 1062—various forms of it described, 1055, 1062, 1080—its advantages over the sickle, 1068
Seasons, proportionate fall of rain in each of the, i. 266—the agricultural, 13—as distinguished from those of the calendar, 14
Sea-water, on the employment of, for manure, ii. 415—its composition, in—way in which applied, 416—general remarks on its use, ii. 1598
Sea-water freezing of, i. 275
Seed-wheat, pickling and other preparation of for sowing, i. 503—on choosing, and the marks of good, 350—preparation of it for autumn sowing, iii. 1140—saving effected by dibbling, transplanting, &c. 1141—process of germination in, 1144
Seed-basket, description of the English, i. 507
Seeds, on the germination of, ii. 632—necessity of water and air to it, 633—comparative effects of good and bad ploughing and sowing on it, 694
Selection of parents in breeding live stock, importance of the, i. 1257
Servant and master, summary of the law of, ii. 584
Setting up of turnips, cases in which it is disadvantageous, iii. 757—of potatoes, 758
Shallow ploughing, cases in which admissible, i. 641
Share of the East-Lothian or Small's plough, description of the, i. 411, 414—of the Lanarkshire or Willkie's, 420, 423—of the Mid-Lothian, Currie, or Cunningham's, 428, 430—nature of its action on the soil, 436
Sharpe's improved fanners for the threshing-mill, description of, ii. 302
Sheaf-gauge, and its employment, the, iii. 1061
Shearing of sheep, the, iii. 861—of grain, see Reaping.
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Management of them in autumn, 1105—
drafting of the ewes and gimmers for sale, 1105—
tupping of the ewes, 1108—
Bathing of them, 1109—
order in which to be bathed, 1112—
various baths for them, 1113—
treatment of them on entry to hill farms, 1114—
shearing of sheep, and different compositions used for it,
1115—bratting of them on hill-farms to protect in winter, 1118—
diseases to which subject in autumn, and their treatment: 1119—

Total number of, in the United Kingdom, 894—
the Merino breed, 894—on the points of, to be
 cultivated in breeding, 1253, 1257—examples of,
in the different breeds; the Leicester, 1277
—
the Cheviot, 1279—

Sheep shearing, 289—
shearing of their geers, 290—
cylindrical, 339—

Shell-fish, shells, and shell-merl, employment of,
for manure, 1243—
Shelter, importance of, on pastoral farms, 52—
advantage of, stock while grazing, 854—
See also Enclosures.

Shepherd, duties of the, i. 225—
his general qualifications, i. 617—
orinary wages and allowances.
385—
his duties during the lambing season, 528—
comparison between the skilful and the unskilful,
and losses sustained through the latter.
1104—number of ewes he can attend to,
1105—

Sheep, 858—

Shirreff, Mr. on the failure of the potato, i. 671—
Shoeing of draught colts, the, i. 697—
draught-horses, evil consequences of neglecting it,
1139

Short-horn ox, bull, and cows, descriptions of, iii.

Shoulder-drain, description of the, i. 600—
Shovel, the ditchers', i. 372—

Sickle, reaping with the, iii. 1059—
various kinds of, and their prices, 1055, 1079—
comparison between it and the scythe, 1063—

Sidey, Mr. improvement of the drop turnip-drill
by, i. 802—

Singling of turnips, how done, and time for, i. 752—

Sky, cause of the apparent blue of the, i. 309—

Slating of the stading, the, i. 156—
specifications relative to its measurement and cost, 294—

Slaughtering of cattle, the, ii. 165—

Slight, Mr. his new mould-board described, i. 455—

Slinking or slipping the calf, treatment for, ii.
442—

Shed for carts, form, &c. of the, i. 151—

Sheep, on the providing of winter food for, ii.

1—cost of feeding on turnips, 21—
turnip-slicers for them, 73—
diseases to which subject in winter, and their treatment: 88—
the scab, 89—
the foot rot, 89—
the wildfire, 84—
braxy, 86—

Netting and ways of setting up, 52—
precaution to be observed in their treatment, 50—
selection of them for putting on turnips, 57—
explanation of the names given them at different ages, 38—
straw or hay rack for them, 59—

Main-trough for them, 41—

feeding of, on turnip land, 42—
separate feeding of the tops, 43—

oil cake or corn box for them, 44, 81—

alleged benefits of salt to them, 45—

feeding of the ewes in lamb, 47—

feeding of them on rape, 48—

providing shelter for them while on turnips,

48—
movable sheds for them, 49—
fixed sheds at the stabling, 50—
comparative advantages of the two modes, 51—
kinds and breeds best adapted for different localities, 53—
management of them on pastoral and hill farms, 56—

various forms of styes for them, 57, 58, 60, 63, 64—

On driving and slaughtering them, 56—
best time for driving, 57—
way of marking them, 57—
preparation of their journey, lodging of them at night, 56—

88—

quality of their drover, 89—

on the marketing of them, 90—

rules of the market, 91—

way in which the fat is deposited on them, 93—

mode of judging of their condition, 94—

on slaughtering, 96—
different ways of slaughtering, and cutting up the carcass,

97—

merits of its various parts, 98—

characteristics of the flesh of the different breeds, 100—

the age at which best for slaughtering, 101—

the different markets, and kinds preferred at them, 102—

the shipping of them to London, 102—

superiority of steer conveyance over land journey, 103—

proportion of meat and offal in the carcass, 104—

loss of weight sustained in different ways of cooking it, 105—

on curing into hams, 106—

preparation of the suet and its composition, 106—

various uses of its parts, 107—

constitution of its skin, 108—

On the grazing of them, iii. 831—

feeding of them in summer, 856—

washing of them, 858—

pool, &c. for it, and how done, 859—

shearing of them, and description of the way 861—

appearance of, when new clipped, 867—

weaning of the lambs, 868—

marking and butting of them, and instruments used for it, 869—

modifications in the way of washing on pastoral farms, 871—

peculiar mode practised at Wurtemberg, 872—

tents for clipping them, 873—

diseases to which subject in summer, and their treatment: 875—

sca-LED heads, 875—

lying awkward, 876—

the sturdy, 877—

blinding, 878—

worrying of them by dogs, 878—

insects infesting them: the bot and ked, 873—

the blow fly, 874—

mode of preventing its attacks, 876—

rearing of lamb for the table, 879—

on the treatment of them on hill farms, 890
Small’s, or East Lothian plough, first introduction of, i. 406—detailed description of it, 408, 410
Smearing of sheep, on the, iii. 1115—its disadvantages, 68—various compositions used for it, 1116—how done, 1117
Smith, Mr., his subsoil plough, description of, i. 653, 655—hearing machine, iii. 1076
Smith, Messrs., their drop-drill for turnips, 803
Smith-work of the steadying, measurement and cost of the, i. 204, 209—of the farm, ii. 396—contracting for it, 398
Smithy, advantages of having one at the steadying, i. 161
Smut in wheat, cause of, iii. 953
Snow, nature of, i. 393—its various forms, 270—storms during spring, i. 429
Snow harrow and plough, description of the, ii. 622
Sock of ploughs. See Share.
Sod draining, description of, and tools used for it, i. 693
Soiling and pasturing of cattle, comparative advantages of, iii. 850
Soils and subsoils, observation on, i. 335—importance of a practical acquaintance with them, 67—Characters of the different; the pure clay, 327—the sandy clay, 328—the clay loam, 328—the pure sand, 329—the gravelly, 329—sandy and gravelly loams, 330—definition of the soil and subsoil, with section of them, 301—effects of various subsoils on the soil, 301—definitions of the various terms applied to them, 322—their colours, 333—their geological relations, 334—various agencies by which produced, 335—causes which prevent their accumulation, 336—geological divisions of them, 337—scientific definition of, 333—mechanical analysis of, 67—composition of, and purposes served by the stones, in them, 340—their chemical constituents, 341—analysis of various, from Liebig, 342—determination of them by the plants peculiar to them, 345—indications of their condition from these, 351—De Gasparin’s classification of the, 353
Sole shoe of the East Lothian, or Small’s plough, description of, i. 416—of the Lanarkshire, 424—of the Mid-Lothian, 430
Soot, employment of, as a manure, iii. 1242—machines for sawing it, 1547
Southdown breed of sheep, the, iii. 1290
Sow, farrowing of the, ii. 698—stays for her, 68—necessity of attendance on her during parturition, 699—food for her after it, 701—diseases of, and of her pigs, with their treatment, 702—number of to be kept on the farm, 703—infesting her, 245
Sowing of spring wheat and grass seeds, ii. 502 of Oats, 586—of barley seed, the, 628—by broadcast machine, ii. 599—by drill, 69—by hand, how done, 508—contrasted effects of good and bad on the germination of seeds, 634—of turnips, mangel-wurzel, &c., iii. 745
Sowing sheet and basket, description of the, ii. 507, 508
Sowing machine for grass seeds, description of the, ii. 519—for grain, 532
Sown and natural grasses, comparative nutritive qualities of the, iii. 965
Spade, the narrow draw, i. 543—the dung, ii. 408
Spadchind or spadesman, duties of the, i. 224
Spade husbandry, Mr Scott of Southfield’s experiments, on, iii. 959
Spaying, mode of performing, ii. 465—effect of, on the cow, 476
Spokes of cart-wheels, construction of, iii. 1156
Spottiswoode, improvement of, by draining, i. 589
Spirit level, uses of the, i. 588
Spring, the season of, contrast between and winter, 438—characteristics of the weather during, 429—farm operations of, 432
Spring wheat, selection of, for seed, ii. 525—sowing of, with grass seeds, 502—preparation of the land for, 503—picking and other preparation of the seed, 503
Spring water, ordinary impurities of, i. 182
Springs, origin of, on a uniform surface, i. 480—on a varied, 494—appearance of the soil above, 495
Stable-forks, best forms of, ii. 182—lancet, 184
Stables for work horses, position, size, &c. of the, i. 129—proper floor for them, 125—roofing and ventilation of them, 128—for riding horses, 130—windows of the, 139
Stack-yard, proper position of the, in the steadying, i. 108—general description of its arrangements, 109
Stacking of grain, the, iii. 1085—stathels for, i. 154; stools for, iii. 1085—building of the stacks, 1086, 1088—ladders for it, 1091—thatchin of them, 1092; and roping, the different modes, 1094—various ways of covering, in wet weather, 1098—of hay, 1070
Stake and rice dead fence, description of the, i. 579
Stallion, covering of the mare by, iii. 844—its general training and treatment, 836—feeding, grooming, &c. of, while serving mares, 847—points to be cultivated, with illustration, 1267
Stalls for the work-horses, description of the, i. 126—for cows, 132
Starch, manufacture of, ii. 359
Stars, prognostics of the weather from the appearance of, i. 294
Stathel for stacks, descriptions of, i. 154
Steading, the, description of, i. 106—best situation for it, 68—should be complete, 107—causes of the defects in existing ones, 109—description of one of these, 111—ground plan of it, 112; and of a proposed one, with detailed description, 113—advantages of the latter, 114 drainage of it, and its importance, 157—modifications of it, 169—best mode of constructing for its erection, 162—modification of it to suit a pastoral farm, 164—a case farm, 165; and a dairy one, 68—origin of the quadrangular form of it, 167—specifications connected with the erection of it, 169—on digging its foundations, 68—the walls, 170—the doors, 68—corners, &c. 171—the outside walls and outside-stairs,
INDEX.

172 — the floors, 173 — supply of water at it, 178—best kinds of building-stone for it, 184—its woodwork, 187—various kinds of wood employed, 190, 191—the plumber's work of it, 195—lathing, 196—plastering, 198—glazing, 199—painting, 200—measurements and prices relating to all these, 202

Steam-engine, position of the, on the standing, i. 120

Steam-engines for the threshing-machine, various kinds of; the condensing, ii. 305—the non-condensing, 307—the crank, 311—rule for calculating its power, 309—the beam, 312—form and size of the boiler, 314; and of the furnace and chimney, 315—the water-gauge, 316—best fuel for, 318

Steam-apparatus for turnips, potatoes, &c., description of, ii. 206

Steel-yard for carts, iii. 1193

Steeping of flax, on the, iii. 1037

Stills, various forms of, for sheep-farms, ii. 57, 88, 93, 95—hay-rack, 94

Stephens, Mr. George, on irrigated meadows, i. 422, 423, 427

Stephenson, Mr. on the feeding of cattle, ii. 146

Steward, duties of the, i. 221—his wages, i. 385

Stirling, Mr. of Glemberne, on tile-draining, i. 586

Stock grain market, the, ii. 390—its advantages and disadvantages compared with the sample one, 3b.

Stocking of a farm, on the, iii. 1232—detailed estimates for one of 500 acres, 1234

Stone, kind of, preferable for the standing, i. 184

Stone-press, description of the, iii. 934

Stone ducts in drains, building of, i. 525

Stone-dykes, on the building of, iii. 1004—openings and stiles in, 1009

Stones, removal of, from fields, iii. 807

Stock, the Swedish, iii. 1073

Stooking of barley and oats, the, iii. 1069—of wheat, 1061

Stocks for stacks, description of the mode of making, i. 135; ii. 1085

Store for turnips, form and position of the, i. 148—potatoes, 156

Store farming, i. 87.—See also Pastoral farms

Storing of potatoes, the, iii. 1129—of turnips, cabbages, &c. 1, 10—of wool, 887

Storms, Reid's theory of, i. 296

Strathaven, way of fattening calves in, ii. 469

Straw, wheat and barley, ii. 373—oat and rye, 374—peas and beans, 375—composition of it, 3b.—want of attention usually paid to it, 376—importance of its right management, 377—its value, and quantity of it yielded by different crops, 378

Straw-barn, proper position of the, i. 108

Straw-cutter, place for the, on the standing, i. 339—mode of driving it, 3b.—description of the various forms of it, 195—the Canadian, 196—the cylinder, 199—the disc, 204

Straw-racks, description of various forms of, i. 147—iron, 148—form of it for sheep, iii. 30

Straw-ropes, twisting of, iii. 1092—description of various implements for it, 7b, 1102

Street-manure, causes of the inefficiency of, for the potato, compared with stable-dung, ii. 677

Stubble ground, on ploughing, i. 629—different ways of, according to the soil, 630

Stubble-rake, the hand, iii. 1083

Sturdy in sheep, cause and treatment of the, iii. 877

Sly for swine, dimensions, position, &c. of the, i. 152—for the brood sow, ii. 698

Subsoil, definition of the term, i. 381—effects of the different kinds of, on the soil, 331. See also Soils

Subsoil ploughing, introduction of and its objects, i. 683—description of Mr. Smith of Deans't plough for it, 683—not always beneficial, and cases in which it is injurious, 685—description of other forms of plough for it, 677—proposed modification of Mr. Smith's, 685—advantages derived from it, 685—comparison of it with trenching, 683—detailed description of Mr. Smith's plough, 685—general remarks on it, 688

Summer, characteristics of the season of, iii. 729—meteorological phenomena peculiar to it, 731—state of the weather, during it, 732—farm work done during it, 740

Surface-draining, various ways of, i. 495

Suters for plug draining, the, i. 602

Swedish mortar cart, description of the, i. 186

Swedish stook, the, iii. 1075

Swedish turnips, sowing, &c. of, iii. 745, 760—transplanting of, 700—natural history and classification of, 765

Swine, on the fattening, driving, and slaughtering of, i. 230—time for breeding, 231—treatment of the young pigs, 232—their habits, 233—feeding of them, 232—superiority of cooked over raw food for fattening them, 233—best food for, 234—times at which to be given them, 234—names of them at different ages, 235—rules for judging of their condition, &c. 23b.—various kinds of troughs for them, 236—driving of them to market, sale, and slaughtering of them, 238—different ways of cutting up the carcasses, 239—loss sustained by their flesh in cooking, 240—pickling of it, 2b.—curing their hams in various ways, 241—composition and uses of the fat, 243—composition of the skin, blisters, &c. 2b.—experiments on feeding them, 2b.—diseases to which subject, and insects infesting them, 244—on the points of, to be cultivated by the breeder, iii. 1254, 1259—examples of, 1260

Swing-trees for the plough, description of the; when wrought with two horses, i. 622—with three, 623—with four, 627, 628
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Switching of thorn-hedges, the, and implements
used for, ii. 568

Symmetry of live-stock, rules, &c. for, iii. 1251

Symbometer, the, and its uses, i. 236

Tahn in potatoes, cause of the, ii. 671

Tank for liquid manure, &c., construction and
cost of, i. 129, 219; ii. 419—farms on which
required, ii. 411

Tar, manufacture and importation of, i. 194

Tare, culture of the, ii. 550—varieties of it, 556

Tartar oat, the, ii. 587

Teeding of hay, on the, iii. 966—machines for it,
570—description of the English one, 981.

Teeth of domesticated animals, importance of the,
iii. 1284—indications from the, as to age, &c.
in the horse, ib., in the ox, 1285—in the wild-boar,
1286

Templemoyle, the agricultural seminary at, i. 47

Tenant, proportion of the expense of draining to be
borne by the, i. 609

Thatching of hay-stacks, on the, iii. 974—of corn-
stacks, 1082

Thermometer, the, i. 236—its history, uses, &c.
327—the self-registering, 238

Thorn-hedges, on the planting of, i. 368—proper
season and weather for it, ib.,—description of the
way in which done, 369—implements used for it,
ib., 372—choosing of the plants, ib.,—planting of
them in shrubberies, curves, &c. 377—evil of trees in
the hedge-row, 388—double ones, 305—turf fences to them, ib., 396
—in switching, pruning, and water-tabling them,
ii. 562—tools used for these, 563—breasting
over, and cases where necessary, 567—proper
season for it, 567—diseases to which they are
subject, 561—cleaning of them from weeds,
and its importance, iii. 944—implements used for
it, 945—insects infesting them, 966. See also
Hedges.

Thorough-draining, objects sought to be attained
by, i. 615—necessary depth of the drains in,
524—necessity of ducts in them, 525—the main
drains, 527—position, depth, &c. of the small
drains, 530, 532, 544—distance between them,
534, 566—proper direction of their ran, 538—
cutting of them, and tools used for it, 543—fill-
ing them in, 546—various materials used for it;
stones, their preparation, and filling them in,
ib.—view of a stone-drain completed; its di-
mensions, and time required for making it, 552
—tiles, 553—the submain drains, 564—view of
a tile and stone drain, 569—plan of a thorough-

Drained field, 571—comparative costs of the
various ways, 575, 593—examples of ameliora-
tion of the land by it, 588; and of the profit
from it, 592—kind of land on which most suc-
cessful, 594—various other forms of drains be-
sides these, 597—the flat stone one, 598—the
peast tile, 599—the clavland shoulder, 599—the
plug or wedge, 600—the sod, 603—by the mole
plough, 604—with larch tubes, 606—with brush-
wood, 607—durability of brick ones, 607—em-
ployment of the plough for cutting the drains,
and various forms of it, 607—proportion of ex-
 pense to be borne by the landlord and tenant,
609—principles on which it is necessary, 615

Thrashing and winnowing of grain, on the, ii. 282
—casting in of the stack, ib.—conveyance of
the sheaves, and feeding them in to the ma-
chine, 283, 284, 287—preparing of the mill for
work, 286—various causes of bad thrashing,
286—circumstances affecting the working of
the machine, 283—by the hand-flail, iii. 988

Thrashing machine, proper position of the, on the
steading, i. 108—its early history and succes-
sive improvements, ii. 285—arrangement of the
premises for it, 286—arrangement of its ma-
chinery, ib.; and of the upper barn-floor, 288—
detailed description of the frame-work, 289—
the feeding gear, 290—geering of the drum, 292
—and of the shakers, 296—of the fanners and ele-
various kinds of chain, 304—steam engines for it,
305—horse-wheel, 318—water-wheel, 322—
one-horse machine, 327—portable machine, ib.,
—comparison of the English and Scotch, 328—
description of cylinder shaker for it, 329—of
dressing fanners, 331—of finishing fanners, 334
—and of the hummeller, and its various forms, 337
—repairing and preservation of, iii. 1383. See
Thrashing

Thrace, reaping by the, iii. 1001—cost of, per
acre, 1067

Throw-crook, twisting of straw ropes by the, iii.
1062—description of it, 1102

Thunder-storms, rarity of, in winter, i. 300; and
their prevalence in summer, iii. 732

Tiles, analogy between, and the winds, i. 589

Tile-draining, on, i. 583—the ducts, 526—the
main drains, 527—the small drains, 530, 532,
544—the main drain tiles, 533—necessity for the
sole, ib.—its size and form, and those of the
tiles, 555—number of each required per
acre, 555—junction of the small and main drain

Tiles, 557, 563—laying them down, 560—fixing
and covering of them, 561—size of the tiles and
sole for the small drains, 565, 566—laying them
down, 656; and filling up of the drains, 657—
view of a tile drain completed, 569—its cost
compared with stone drains, 575, 588—costs of
tiles in various districts, 587—comparative
advantages of tile and stone, ib. See also
Draining, Thorough draining

Tiling of roofs, the, i. 197

Tili-cart, and its parts, description of, iii. 1169

Timber, preservation of, from dry-rot, i. 193—
proper season for felling, ii. 437

Tilling of cart-wheels, on the, iii. 1158

Trade winds, the, i. 278

Training and working of the shepherd’s dog, on
the, ii. 625
INDEX.
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the feeding of cattle on them in winter, 109—wire-basket for them, 115—slicing and cleaning them, 121—description of apparatus for steaming them, 206—quantity consumed by cattle, 221

Turnip-sowing barren. description of the, iii. 799

Turnip-drill, history of the, iii. 788—description of the various; the East Lothian, 789—Geddies', 793—the bone-dust, 795—the drop or dibbling, 801—Smith's drop, 803.

Turnip-pickers, description of the, ii. 40, 41

Turnip-slicers for sheep, description of various, ii. 73, 77, 92—for cattle, 121

Turnip-stemmed cabbage, the, ii. 29

Turnip-troughs for cattle, form of, i. 146—for sheep, ii. 41

Turn-wrist snow plough, description of the, ii. 624

Tutors, agricultural, requisite qualifications of, i. 45

Tweeddale, the Marquis of, description of his draining tile machine, i. 561—expense of draining, as estimated by, 565

Turf. furrow plough, description of the, i. 648

Twisters of straw-rope, description of the various kinds, ii. 1102.

Udder of the cow, description of the, ii. 459—diseases to which subject in summer, iii. 839

Upper barn, plan and description of the, i. 140

Vapour, table of quantities of, in the air, i. 262

Vegetation as a source of electricity, on, i. 253

Ventilators for the stable, best form of, i. 128

Vermic, on preserving the barn-floors from, i. 118—on destroying, 156, iii. 1295

Vetch, cultivation of the, ii. 550—varieties of it, 556

Veterinary colleges, the London and Edinburgh, i. 49

Von Thaer, M., agricultural institution of, i. 52

Waddey, Mr. mode of constructing floors, adopted by, i. 173

Wages of farm-servants, on the, ii. 380—of the ploughman, 381—when living in bothies, 383—of the steward, shepherd, and hedger, 385—of the cattleman and field-worker, 386

Walker, Mr. experiments by, on feeding cattle, ii. 141; and pigs, 244

Walton, Mr. on the breeding of the Alpaca, iii. 1592

Warnes, Mr. his mode of feeding cattle, ii. 139

Washing of sheep, on the, iii. 387—on pastoral farms, 871—peculiar mode at Württemberg, 972

Waste land, on the improving of, iii. 1332—superiority of trenching to ploughing it, iib.—drainage of it, 1333—its subsequent management as to crops, &c. 1336

Water, supply of, for the farm, i. 178—causes and care of hardness in, 184—supplying of cattle with, 148—expansion of, in freezing, 275—agency of, in the formation of soils, 336—preventing the lodgement of, in hedge-rows, 338—various sources of superfluous, in the soil 490—effect of, on the germination of seeds, ii. 633
1406
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Water-furrowing, on, ii. 592
Water-gauge for the steam-engine, the, ii. 317
Water-pools for stock, various modes of constructing, iii. 833, 1011
Water-meadows, management of, during winter, 1429—on the making of, iii. 1016—the bedwork, 1018—mixture of grasses best suited for, 1020—the catch-work, 1022—their after management, 1025
Water-tabling of hedges, on, the, ii. 574
Water-wheel for the thrashing machine, description of the, ii. 322—rules for the determination of the force of water, 323—various forms of it, 325—construction of the dam, 324—detailed description of the wheel, 325—of the trough, sluices, &c., 326
Wearing of calves, the, iii. 819, 925
Wheels, destruction of forms of, iii. 1299
Weather, difficulties in the way of certain knowledge of the, i. 291—-instruments for indicating it, and the way in which used; the barometer, 232—the thermoscope, 233—the thermometer, 234—the hygrometer, 240—the weathercock, 242—the anemometer, 243—indications of it from the forms of clouds, 245—agency of electricity in producing its changes, 253—indications of it from the aurora borealis, 259; and from other atmospheric phenomena, 290—prognostics of it from the aspect of the sun, 292—the moon, 293—the stars, 294—the forms of clouds, 295—from animals, 296—those peculiar to winter, 298; and to high lands, 305—the shepherd of Banbury's rules for it, 304—its general uncertainty during winter, 305—that of spring, ii. 429—of summer, iii. 732; and of autumn, 1031
Wedge-draining, on, i. 600
Wedgewood's table-churn, description of, iii. 924
Weeds, definition of, iii. 938—those infesting oaks, and their removal, 940—barley, wheat, and pastures, 942—soon grasses, 943—fallow land, 944, 992—hedgerows and ditches, 946—dykesides, 947—turnips and potatoes, 948—flax, 1036
Weed-hook, the, iii. 941
Weevil, ravages of the, in wheat, iii. 952
Weighing machine, best form of the, the iii. 243—for carts, iii. 1193
Weighing of wool, the, iii. 889
Weight of fat oxen, rules for determining, by measurement, iii. 821—examples of their fallacy, 823
Wells, Dr. his theory of dew, iii. 739
Wells, sinking of, on the farm, i. 178
West Highland ox, the, iii. 1274
Wheat, spring, sowing of, i. 502—English method, 522—classification of it by the ear, 349—by the grain, 341—rules for judging of its quality, colour, &c. 349—kinds best adapted to various purposes, 350—best for seed, 350—detection of damaged, 351—best way of preserving in granaries, 351—grinding of it, 351—quantity and bulk of flour, bran, &c., yielded by, 353—its chemical composition, 355—its microscopic structure, 358—amount of nutritive matter in, 366—manufacture of starch from, 369—straw of, 373—varieties of, 594—weeds infesting the crop, and their removal, 945—insects and diseases affecting, 350—proper degree of ripeness for cutting, 1072—cutting and stacking of, 1068—carrying in and stacking of, 1089—comparative weight of grain, straw, and roots, 1071—Autumn, sowing of, 1137—ploughing, &c. of the land for it, 1138—various modes of this, 1138—importance of thorough-draining for it, 1139—preparation of the seed and sowing, 1140—best varieties, 1141—by sowing, 1141—by transplanting, 1142—expense of this, and saving of seed, 1143—description of the process of germination, 1144
Wheat-bale, ravages of the, iii. 951
Wheat-riddles, description of various, ii. 281
Wheel, carriage of, first forms of, iii. 1197—theory of their construction, friction, draught, &c. 56
Wheel-plough, description of the, i. 644
Wheels, construction of, and that of various parts, iii. 1154
Wheeled turnip-slicer for sheep, description of the, ii. 77
Wightman, John, improvement of the turnip-drill by, iii. 789
Wildfire, a disease affecting sheep, treatment of, i. 84
Wilkie's drill-grubber and harrow, description of, iii. 961—horse-hoe, 963—plough, i. 405, 419
Wilson, Dr. on the sanitary influence of draining, i. 951
Windows, forms and size of, for stables, i. 130— for byres, 140—for granary, 142—improved, for farm cottages, iii. 1573
Winds, relation of the direction of, to the fall of rain, i. 288—causes of the, 277—the regular; the trade, 278—the monsoons, 280—the land and sea, 281—tables of those prevalent in Great Britain, 292; and of their forces and velocity, 285—Capper's subdivision of, 289—analogy between them and the tides, 35—-influence of hills on their direction, &c. 35—their influence on the weather in summer, iii. 738
Winnowing of grain, on the, ii. 727—arrangement of the workers for, 273
Winter, importance of the farm operations in, i. 100—uncertainty of the weather during, 103—arrangement of the field-work during, 480—wheat, sowing, &c. of, iii. 1137
Wire-field-gates, various kinds of, iii. 816
Wire-turnip-basket, description of, li. 115
Wire-worm, damage done to turnips by, iii. 776
Womb of the cow, the, ii. 439
Wood, preservation of, from dry-rot, i. 193
Wood-floor, advantage of, for the corn-barn, i. 117—preservation of it from vermin, &c. 119
Wood-paving, advantages of, i. 174—various kinds of, 175—its expense, as compared with granite, 177
Wood-pigeon, damage done by the, iii. 1933
INDEX.

Wood-work of the steading, specifications relating to, i. 187—measurement and cost of it, 203, 207  
Wool, washing, clipping, storing, weighing, and packing of, iii. 886—its distinctive qualities as  
good or bad, 889, 890—effects of fattening on its quality, 891—chemical analysis of it, 892—  
microscopic examination of the varieties, 893—causes of its felting, 893  
Woollen rags, employment of, as a manure, iii. 1243  
Wool-room, plan and description of the, i. 141, 143  
Wool-shears, the, iii. 882  
Working of the shepherd's dog, the, ii. 625  
Year, the agricultural, divisions of, i. 13  
Year for baking, preparation and preservation of, ii. 355  
Yoking of horses to the plough, i. 617—of the newly broke-in draught-colt to the plough, ii.  
634—to the cart, 691—ordinary mode of, the horse to the cart, iii. 1190.  
Youatt, Mr, microscopic observations on wool by, iii. 882  
Zinc, employment of, for roofing, &c. i. 195  
Zones of the earth, the, i. 311  
Zoology, value of a study of, to the farmer, i. 82

THE END.